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Abstract 

This study focuses on one of the emerging issues in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), 

“conflict minerals”. The discussion of the “conflict minerals” issue is that the trade of “conflict 

minerals”, originating from the eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), helps to finance 

conflicts characterized by extreme violence including killing and rape, therefore, the downstream 

companies which indirectly buy these minerals should take actions (Global Witness, 2010).  

This study first seeks to provide an overview of the Swedish companies’ progress on the conflict 

minerals issue through desktop research, and later tries to find out the driving forces, the measures 

and the existing challenges related to the conflict minerals issue through case studies. In the case 

studies, interviews were carried out with Sony Ericsson and Atlas Copco. The results of the study 

show that most companies studied in the six industries have not addressed the conflict minerals 

issue while companies in the electronic industry has made the most progress on conflict minerals in 

Sweden. In the case studies, the results present that external pressure is one of the major driving 

forces for both companies, and Sony Ericsson have taken several measures which seem to be 

aligned with supply chain risk management approach and OECD DD Guidance. In addition, both 

companies have tried to integrate conflict mineral management into existing supply chain 

management. The challenges are different depending on the progress of the companies. 

The study contributes to providing a better understanding of the current situation surrounding the 

conflict minerals issue in Sweden and to elaborating examples of the measures and the existing 

challenges.  

 

KEY WORDS: Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), Supply chain risk management, Ethical 
sourcing, Ethical responsibilities, Conflict Minerals, Sweden  
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1. Introduction 
One of the emerging issues in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is so called “conflict 

minerals”, which are “those that result in profits for any of the various armed groups in the Eastern 

Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and surrounding region” (BSR 2010, p 5). According to 

International Peace Information Service (Spittaels et al. 2009), slightly over 50% of the mine sites 

in the eastern DRC are occupied by armed groups who demand taxes, bribes or other payments for 

the minerals extracted from the mines. Global Witness (2010, p 4) argues that there is “a link 

between businesses [their] purchasing of metal ores and the financing of rebel and government 

armies that commit serious human rights abuses such as killing, rape, torture, recruitment of child 

soldiers and other crimes”. The existence of the link has been discussed by a wide range of NGOs 

and governments for more than a decade (BSR 2010), and the United Nations (UN) and NGOs have 

expressed concerns regarding conflict minerals. Conflict minerals include tin, tantalum, tungsten 

and gold and are widely used in particular in these six industries: electronic, automotive, jewelry, 

industrial machinery, medical devices, and aerospace (Global Witness 2010). In addition, some 

initiatives and regulations related to the conflict minerals have been emerging. A well-known 

example of such regulation is Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 

(“Dodd Frank Act”) which requires reporting on conflict minerals for Securities and Exchange 

(SEC)-listed companies. NGOs are also active in promoting the conflict minerals issue. This study 

focuses on Swedish companies in the aforementioned six industries, and seeks to provide an 

overview of the Swedish companies’ progress on the conflict minerals issue. In addition, through 

the use of case studies, this study tries to find out the driving forces for the companies, the measures 

and the existing challenges related to the conflict minerals issue. 
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1.1 Problem statement 

The conflict minerals issue involves the whole supply chain from mines in eastern DRC to 

manufacturing companies and their products. An example of the minerals flow in the electronic 

supply chain consists of six major steps; mines, trading houses, exporters, transit countries, refiners 

and electronic companies (Prendergast and Lezhnev 2009). While the focus of this study is the end 

of the supply chain where the minerals are used in final products, the conflict is rooted in Eastern 

DRC.  

According to Prendergast and Lezhnev (2009), 12 out of 13 major mines in eastern DRC are 

controlled by armed groups including the Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Rwanda (FDLR), 

a Rwandan militia led by organizers of the 1994 genocide in Rwanda, and former rebels from the 

Congrès national pour la défense du people (CNDP, “ex-CNDP”). These armed groups impose 

illegal taxes on civilian miners while exploiting and abusing them (Pöyhönen et al. 2010; Global 

Witness 2010). The miners’ working conditions are appalling with no health and safety standards 

and high risks for injuries or fatal accident such as shaft collapse (Pöyhönen et al. 2010). Even in 

such working conditions, the miners’ average wage is only between $1 and $5 a day and miners can 

fall into debt bondage due to the tax burden (Global Witness 2010; Prendergast and Lezhnev 2009). 

While the armed groups use local miners in the harsh working condition, the armed groups earn up 

to 90% of the mine profits in some areas (ibid.). Moreover, some mines use child labor with 

workers between the age of 10 and 16 years old (Pöyhönen et al. 2010).  

Furthermore, the influence of the armed groups is not only on the miners but also on the local 

communities. A large number of women, up to hundreds of thousands, have been raped since the 

war started (ibid.). Many armed groups also use rape as a tool to threaten local population into 

submission, for example, to force them to work (The Enough Project 2008). Profits from the four 

minerals (tin-ore cassiterite, tantalum-ore coltan, wolframite and gold) are one of the supporting 

factors to fuel “the deadly conflict”. Hence, The United Nations Group of Experts and NGOs have 
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expressed concerns regarding the issue (Pöyhönen et al. 2010). Legislation and initiatives including 

Dodd Frank Act and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (“OECD”)’s 

Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and 

High-Risk Areas (“OECD DD Guidance”) have emerged in response to the issue. 

The main discussion in this study is that downstream companies in the related industries can 

indirectly finance armed groups, and fuel conflict and human rights abuses in DRC by sourcing 

minerals from the mines that are controlled by armed groups. Therefore NGOs argue that 

companies in the related industries should be responsible for what their actions support and should 

take necessary action even though the consequences of their actions as downstream consumers are 

not intentional and are not caused by direct influence (Global Witness 2010). 

 

1.2 Aim of the thesis and research questions 

While several reports have been issued on the relationship between the electronic industry and 

conflict minerals (e.g. Prendergast and Lezhnev 2009; The Enough Project 2010), the other 

industries have not received much attention so far in spite of their apparent importance.  

Hence, this study first seeks to give a comprehensive picture of the situation surrounding the 

conflict minerals issue focusing on the six related industries in Sweden, and later takes a close look 

at Swedish companies’ practices. In order to investigate the issue, I have selected the following 

research questions:   

 

1. What are the driving forces for Swedish companies to address the conflict minerals issue? 

2. How do Swedish companies respond to the conflict minerals issue? 

3. What are the challenges for Swedish companies in addressing the issue? 
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By doing so, the study aims to: 

 Provide a better understanding of the current situation surrounding the conflict minerals 

issue in Sweden including an overview of the Swedish companies’ progress and their 

driving forces 

 Demonstrate how companies are addressing the conflict minerals issue by elaborating 

examples of the measures and the existing challenges  

 

Furthermore, the thesis sheds light on industry initiatives regarding the issue of conflict minerals in 

general. 

 

1.3 Background 

The following section describes the situation surrounding the conflict minerals issue, including 

emerging legislation, international initiatives, industry initiatives, level of progress by industry and 

existing challenges and related information from the EU and Swedish context.  

 

1.3.1 Conflict minerals and the use 

The “conflict minerals” under discussion are (1) Tin - Cassiterite, (2) Tantalum - 

Columbite-tantalite, (3) Tungsten - Wolframite and (4) Gold, which are referred to as “3Ts and 

Gold” or “3TG” (BSR 2010 ; KPMG 2011a). 

Tantalum production from eastern DRC accounts for the largest (15-20%) in the world production 

followed by tin (6-8%) and tungsten (2-4%). Gold from eastern DRC covers the lowest percentage 

(less than 1%) of the world production. BSR (2010) argues that dominant user of tin and tantalum is 

the electronic industry and gold’s dominant user is the jewelry industry. On the contrary, tungsten is 

used in a wide range of industries but mainly in non-consumer products including cemented 
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carbides and tungsten steel, and materials used, for example, in cutting tools. The major user 

industries of the conflict minerals are electronics, automotive, jewelry, industrial machinery, 

medical devices, and aerospace (The Enough Project 2010). Table 1 presents the percentage of 

production of each mineral from eastern DRC as compared to world production, the mineral use and 

related industries.  

 
Table 1  Conflict minerals’ usage and related industries 
 Usage (% of the all usage) Related Industry  

(dominant user) 
Tin 
(Cassiterite) 
 
6-8 % from 
eastern DRC 

Solders for electronics (44%) and industrial 
applications (8.8%) 

 automotive 
 electronic (cell phones, 

computers, etc.) 
 industrial equipment 
 construction 

Tinplate (16.4%) 
A range of chemical applications including 
catalysts and PVC stabilizers (13.9%) 
Bronze (5.5%) 
Float glass (2.1%) 

Tantalum 
(Columbite-tant
alite) 
 
15-20 % from 
eastern DRC 

Tantalum capacitors (used in most electronics) 
(60%) 

 electronic 
 medical equipment 
 industrial tool and 

equipment 
 aerospace 

Super-alloys (e.g. for jet and power plant 
turbines) (10%) 
Corrosion-resistant chemical equipment (10%) 
Cutting tools (5%) 

Tungsten 
(Wolframite) 
 
2-4 % from 
eastern DRC 

Cemented carbides (“hard-metals,” 60%)  electronic 
 automobile 
 lighting  
 industrial machinery 
 

Tungsten steel (20% ) 
Materials used in heat and wear-resistant 
applications such as cutting tools 
Other alloys for wear-resistant parts like valves, 
bearings and pistons 

Gold 
 
1%> from 
eastern DRC 

Jewelry (80%)  jewelry 
 electronic 
 aerospace 
 medical equipment  
 financial 

Used for the financial industry (e.g. coinage) 
Some uses in electronics, medical equipment 
and aerospace 

Source: Summarized information from BSR (2010) and KPMG (2011) 

 

1.3.2 Related legislation 

Legislation related to conflict minerals has already been implemented by the US government, local 

governments in the United States and two separate bills on conflict minerals have been introduced 

in Canada. In the United States, Dodd Frank Act was signed into law in July 2010 and The Section 
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1502 of the Act imposes a new reporting requirement on publicly traded companies that 

manufacture products for which “conflict minerals” are necessary to their functionality or 

production (SEC 2010). The reporting requirement of the Dodd Frank Act was expected to take 

effect for the first reporting period ending after April 15, 2012 (KPMG 2011a) but it has been 

delayed1. While the Dodd Frank Act is applicable to all publicly registered companies listed in SEC 

in the USA, the Act is anticipated to have far-reaching impacts on the global supply chain which 

expands geographically and increases in complexity (Laurenza et al. 2011). Furthermore, in line 

with the US law, the European Union (EU) is planning to implement “mandatory 

country-by-country disclosure of money flows between mining companies and governments” 

(KPMG 2011b, p 4). The German government has also been setting up a certification scheme 

together with the Congolese Ministry of Mines (Pöyhönen et al. 2010).  

 

1.3.3 Related international initiatives  

Responding to increasing concerns on the conflict minerals issue, several initiatives have already 

started. In 2011, OECD published “OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains 

of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas (“OECD DD Guidance”)” as “the first 

example of a collaborative government-backed multi-stakeholder initiative on responsible supply 

chain management of minerals from conflict-affected areas” (OECD 2011 p 3). The guidance aims 

“to help companies to respect human rights and avoid contributing to conflict through their mineral 

or metal purchasing decisions and practices” by providing a framework for detailed due diligence 

for responsible global minerals supply chain management (ibid. p 3). The guidance has been 

welcomed by NGOs (OECD 2012) and The United Nations Security Council resolution 1952 

(2010) also supports the due diligence recommendations in reference to OECD DD Guidance.  

 

                                            
1 At the point of April 15, 2012. 
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1.3.4 Related industry initiatives  

Several industry initiatives have started addressing the conflict minerals issue. Major initiatives are 

the International Tin Research Institute (ITRI) Tin Supply Chain Initiative (iTSCi), and Electronic 

Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC) and Global e-Sustainability Initiatives (GeSI). ITRI started 

working on the conflict minerals issue in 2009 and has made efforts toward improved due diligence, 

governance, and traceability of cassiterite from the DRC aiming to seek more transparency and 

accountability related to the supply chain (IPC 2011). iTSCi has been developing and implementing 

“a system to ensure mineral traceability from the exporter back to the mine site and to develop 

chain of custody data” (ibid. p 1).  

Another industry initiative is EICC and GeSI in the electronic industry. The EICC and GeSI started 

investigating issues around metals extraction in 2008 and launched a tantalum supply chain working 

group in September 2009. Since November 2009, the EICC and GeSI have been developing a 

scheme for assessing smelter mineral sourcing, which is called “Conflict-Free Smelter Program”. 

With the aim of helping companies to source conflict-free minerals, the EICC and GeSI have 

prepared the list of smelters compliant with the CFS protocol through an independent third party 

evaluation since May 2011. They plan to update the list periodically (EICC-GeSI 2012). 

 

1.3.5 Level of progress by industry 

In spite that the conflict minerals are widely used in various industries, the level of progress in 

implementing measures on the conflict minerals issue varies industry to industry. KPMG (2011) 

illustrates the stages of conflict minerals due diligence by industry (see Figure 1). It shows that the 

electronic/high-tech industry is the most advanced while industrial machinery is the least advanced. 

The Enough Project (2010) also discusses how the electronic industry has been the most active 

among the major six end-user industries related to the conflict mineral issue in response to an 

increasing awareness of the connection to global electronic companies. The other five industries 
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have been “largely silent” and are only now starting to face the conflict minerals issue in their 

supply chains, so that “these industries will have to become more involved, in order to 

comprehensively solve the problem” (ibid. p 3).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1  Stages of conflict minerals due diligence by industry 
Source: KPMG (2011a) 
 
 

1.3.6 Existing challenges 

Some challenges related to the conflict minerals issue are pointed out by several reports, which are 

related to the nature of the conflict minerals issue and the emerging legislation.  

<Complexity> 

To manage conflict minerals is a challenging task due to its complexity attributed to its features and 

processes, and the complexity makes it difficult to trace (RESOLVE 2010). The problem is that 

minerals could be mixed in various phases including the following: 

 

 Mixing of ore, particularly during trading and prior to smelting; 

 The smelting or refining process, where ore is processed to obtain the target metal, with a 

smelter often drawing from different sources; and/or 

Electronics/ High Tech

Retail

Chemicals

Automotive

Healthcare

Aerospace
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Initial stages of due diligence Advanced stages of due diligence 
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 Re-melting, re-processing or recycling of metals. 

 

The complex process and features pose a challenge in traceability. In addition, a report issued by 

The Enough Project Team with the Grassroots Reconciliation Group (2009) illustrates the 

complexity of the conflict mineral supply chain (see Figure 2). Conflict minerals mined in eastern 

DRC are transported to neighboring countries to avoid high export taxes, and then shipped via the 

ports of Mombasa, Kenya and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, mainly to Asia. In Malaysia, Thailand, 

China, and elsewhere the minerals are processed into metals.   

 

Figure 2  Conflict minerals supply chain 
Source: The Enough Project Team with the Grassroots Reconciliation Group (2009) 
 

In addition, a number of players are involved between the mines and manufacturers along the 

supply chain (see Figure 3), making the issue far more complicated. 
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Figure 3  Example supply chain of minerals originating in the DRC to consumer products 
Source: RESOLVE (2010) 
 
 
<De Facto Embargo> 

While the complexity of the process and the existence of a number of players are obstacles in 

tracing the supply chain, what seems to be a solution, that is to avoid minerals from Congo, is 

actually not a real solution. The “de facto embargo situation” has been increasingly discussed at the 

international level. According to Wimmer and Hilgert (2011), the Dodd Frank Act has indirectly led 

to de facto embargo of electronics companies since April, 2010 and it caused decline of mineral 

production and export. For example, cassiterite exports from Goma in DRC declined from the 

monthly average of 790,236 kg during pre-ban 2010 to 21,000 kg in 2011. Pöyhönen et al. (2010) 

argue that a de facto embargo of the minerals from Congo, which the Dodd Frank Act has resulted 

in, did considerable economic damage to the eastern Congo driving the country into conflict rather 

than bringing peace. However, it is a challenge to influence the mines in DRC through the supply 

chain and an option might be to join industry initiatives. It is interesting to see that industry 

initiatives are taking different approaches. According to Roese and Levin (2011, p i), the CFS of 
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EICC and GeSI “does not allow its smelters to continue to source from supply chains that evidence 

any benefit or finance to any armed group”, while “the OECD DD Guidance and iTSCi encourage 

supply chain operators to continue trade (if no serious human rights abuses occur) and seek for 

progressive improvement”. The reason why CFS takes this approach is to align with the 

Dodd-Frank Act to achieve “conflict-free” status. In this point, clarification of the acceptable risk 

mitigation approach is needed (ibid.). Considering the situation, it might be difficult to change the 

situation quickly. However, it is important to consider possible actions to avoid “de facto embargo” 

situation as a company and try to influence initiatives through engagement (Pöyhönen et al. 2010).  

 

1.3.7 EU and Swedish context 

There are also some discussions regarding the conflict minerals issue in the EU and Sweden. In 

November 2011, EU trade commissioner Karel De Gucht gave a public statement that a 

communication to address the issue of conflict minerals would be expected (Willis 2011). Later on 

January 27 2012, EU Trade Commissioner De Gucht and Development Commissioner Piebalgs 

have announced that the EU will uphold a greater use of OECD DD Guidance to facilitate more 

transparent supply chain (Global Witness 2012). In addition, Wallstrom (2012) as UN’s Special 

Representative of the Secretary-General (SRSG) on Sexual Violence in Conflict, had a speech to 

welcome EU legislation on conflict minerals: “I strongly urge European legislators and 

governments to follow the lead of the US and adopt comprehensive legislation pertaining to conflict 

minerals as soon as possible”. 

In Sweden, there have been some political discussions. For example, the leaders for the Social 

Democratic Party, the Left Party and the Green Party were arguing in 2010 that they would 

formulate a Swedish law against conflict minerals if they would win the election in 2010 (Dagens 

Nyheter 2010). The Social Democratic Party has also discussed that “Swedish government must 

push for the EU following the United States” (Svenska Socialdemokraterna 2011, p 1). However, 
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the conflict minerals issue is not related to any legal obligation to the companies in Sweden at this 

point of the research. Therefore, the company’s efforts are fully voluntary. 

In terms of CSR, Swedish companies are perceived as forerunners and has received good reviews in 

responsible practices, especially issues related human rights and practices overseas companies (CSR 

Europe  2010). However, Svensson (2009, p 260) argues that many global Scandinavian 

companies experienced “ethical dilemmas in the marketplace and society caused by other 

companies in their supply chains”.  
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2. Theoretical Framework 
The following chapter presents the theoretical framework that is the basis for answering the 

research questions. As the conflict minerals issue is concerned with CSR and ethical responsibilities 

in the global supply chain, the chapter starts with the overview of CSR theories to discuss the 

influence of external pressure to promote corporate actions, and illustrates different levels of social 

responsibilities and driving forces in ethical sourcing. Then supply chain risk management theories, 

the international guidance, and a comprehensive approach to include ethical supply chain 

management to corporate CSR management are presented to demonstrate approaches of how a 

company can take measures. Finally the chapter will close with a description of the barriers for 

mitigating supply chain risks. 

 

2.1 CSR and Ethical responsibilities 

The concept of CSR has been evolving from time to time. In the early stage, Bauer (1976, cited in 

Carroll and Buchholtz 2003, p 30) defines CSR as “seriously considering the impact of the 

company’s actions on society”. While there are various definitions of CSR, there is no definitive 

definition (Marrewijk 2003). In 1990s, The World Business Council for Sustainable Development 

(WBCSD) defined CSR as “the continuing commitment by business to contribute to economic 

development while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families as well as of the 

community and society at large” (WBCSD  1999, p 3). Furthermore, recently the European 

Commission revised the definition of CSR as“the responsibility of enterprises for their impacts on 

society” (EC 2011, p 6). The concept of CSR underlies the motive to address the conflict minerals 

issue. Ackerman and Bauer (1976) illustrate “the social issue cycle”, which is a pattern that a social 

issue is developed from time to time along with the increased public awareness. In the beginning, 

the social issue attracts little attention from stakeholders. However, the social issue gradually 
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receives stakeholders’ concerns and interests as the problem become more obvious. In the last phase, 

increased social interests result in creating new norms or laws. Companies take strategies 

responding to the social concerns or interests following the pattern (ibid.). In this way, increased 

stakeholders’ concerns or interests induce company’ actions. Later Carroll (1991) elaborates on a 

conceptual model of CSR as “Pyramid of corporate social responsibility” (see Figure 4).  

 
Figure 4  Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibility 
Source: Carroll (1991) 

 

In the hierarchy, fundamental responsibilities of a company are to produce an acceptable profit 

through its business operation (“Economic responsibilities”) and to comply with laws and 

regulations (“Legal Responsibilities”) while “Ethical responsibilities” is to operate its business in a 

manner that is regarded as fair reflecting concerns of stakeholders. This ethical responsibility 

increasingly interrelates with the legal responsibility as it may be viewed as “embracing newly 

emerging values and norms society expects business to meet, even though such values and norms 

may reflect a higher standard of performance than that currently required by law” (Carroll 1991, p 

41). In other words, the codes or values that ethical responsibilities embrace can be driving forces to 
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create new legal requirements in response to stakeholder movements in ethical values. Examples are 

environmental, and consumer related regulations which emerged in the past decades. “Discretionary 

Responsibilities” or “Philanthropic Responsibilities” are, on the other hand, explained as more 

proactive behaviors which are not expected in an ethical or moral sense (ibid.). For example, Carroll 

(1991) discusses that contributions or charity to the community, art and education are not regarded 

as ethically important while companies can show a good citizenship by doing so. 

Today ethical or discretionary responsibilities are becoming more critical for businesses due to the 

changing environment where global companies are often requested to seek actions beyond legal 

responsibilities (Werther and Chandler 2006). Especially, the international movement on business 

ethics in the past decades has created a firm position of an ethical responsibility as an important 

component of CSR, at the same time, its interplay to legal responsibility is also recognized (Carroll, 

1991). In this way, companies are now required by society to seek higher standards in voluntary 

actions and implement code of conduct to ensure ethical responsibilities (Park-Poaps and Rees 

2009).  

 

2.2 Ethical sourcing and driving forces 

Ethical responsibilities in CSR are often discussed under supply chain management (SCM) and it is 

increasing in importance (Carter and Jennings 2004). NGOs and the media are active in monitoring 

companies’ conduct and legitimacy in ethical terms (Warren, 2011). Concepts such as ethical 

sourcing and ethical supply chain management are receiving further attention by the media, 

academia and businesses. Beamon (2005) defines ethical supply as “the practice of providing goods 

and services to customers while subscribing to an ethical code”. Table 2 illustrates Roberts’ (2003) 

drivers and success factors for ethical sourcing. The drivers include external pressure/reputational 

concerns, potential business benefits or risks, and company policy or capabilities. According to 

Roberts (2003), ethical sourcing research indicates that the more pressure and concerns external 
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stakeholders have on companies’ core business and strategy, the more likely the companies are to 

implement measures against them. This is exemplified with some cases of the garment industry, 

where NGOs increased pressure on companies  and companies responded to it by improving 

sourcing practices (Goworek 2011). In addition, Eltantawy et al. (2009) argue that a company’s 

brand image perceived by customers is closely linked to its practices including its ethical practices. 

Roberts (2003) also emphasizes that NGOs increasingly monitor high profile brand’s activities 

while institutional investors and shareholder activists raise CSR issues to companies.   

 

Table 2  Drivers and success factors for ethical sourcing initiatives 
Drivers  Success factors 
External pressure/reputational 
concerns  

Capabilities and culture of the procurement 
function 

Potential business benefits or risks Support across the organization 

Company policy or capabilities  Support from other supply network members 

Source: Green et al., 1996; GEMI, 2001; CIPS, 2001; EPA, 1999; Carter and Carter, 1998; 
Lippmann, 1999; Drumwright, 1994; Walton et al., 1999; Bowen et al., 2001. Cited in Roberts 
(2003) 

 

Another driver, the potential business benefits or risks, can be explained in the way that companies 

are likely to take actions when their actions can lead to benefits including cost saving or 

product/market differentiation or to avoiding risks including reputational damage or loss of market 

share (ibid.). It indicates whether companies can gain business benefits or risks can be a criterion to 

decide their actions. It is related to the first driver, external pressure, because external stakeholders’ 

impacts on businesses can be regarded as the business risks depending on its magnitude. For 

example, an NGO’s boycott campaigns against a company on labor issues can be a potential 

business risk as they can impact a company’s sales. Roberts (2003) also discusses that being a good 

citizenship by having good company policy or capabilities adds value to company. Furthermore, it 

might lead to competitive advantage. Eltantawy et al. (2009) also discussed that potential business 
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benefits of ethical responsibility policies and practices have been increasingly recognized by a 

number of studies. Furthermore, good company policy or capabilities are also related to the other 

driver. For example, if a company has a good company policy or capabilities, it is likely that the 

company has good business practices aligned with the policy and it can lead to potential business 

benefits. 

I have introduced the three theories: “The social issue cycle” by Ackerman and Bauer (1976), 

Carroll’s (1991) “pyramid of corporate social responsibility” and Roberts’s (2003) “drivers for 

ethical sourcing”. The three theories are interrelated in that external pressures can push companies 

to take actions toward further social responsibilities. The social issue cycle describes the pattern 

how a social issue emerges in response to social concerns or interests and companies increase 

responsiveness as the social concerns increase. The point that external pressure influence companies 

in the model is the same as in Robert’s (2003) “drivers for ethical sourcing”. In addition, “the social 

issue cycle” is compared with “ethical responsibilities” in Carroll’s (1991) model. In both models, 

social norms and standards are developed along with increased stakeholders’ concerns. 

 

2.3 Supply chain risk management 

While such driving forces as described in section 2.2 promote companies’ actions, the question is 

how companies can respond to increasing external pressure and business risks. Christopher et al. 

(2011) argue that companies should take supply chain risk management strategies in order to 

mitigate risks. Wagner and Bode (2006) also discuss that supply chain risk management has been 

more critical due to the increasing reliance on a global supply chain base.  

Supply chain risk management focusing on sustainability in the global context is an emerging area 

(Christopher et al. 2011; Foerstl et al. 2010). Yet, there are several authors who present supply 

chain risk management approaches. Jüttner et al. (2003) summarize four key management processes 

to handle supply chain risks: (1) Assessing the risk sources for the supply chain; (2) Defining the 
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supply chain adverse consequences; (3) Identifying the risk drivers; and (4) Mitigating risks for the 

supply chain. In the risk management approach, companies should first identify risk sources and 

categorizing them to the relevant factors as the basis of a risk assessment. Secondly, companies 

should define the consequences so that companies can select approaches depending on the impacts 

of risks. Thirdly, companies should identify the risk drivers with wider views as globalization and 

outsourcing trends increase the complexity of supply chain structures and risks could arise from all 

related network sources. Fourthly, companies can take different strategies to mitigate risks. Foerstl et al. 

(2010) also elaborate a similar type of model incorporating “external responsiveness” as a factor to 

influence the approach consisting of supplier sustainability risk identification, assessment of 

supplier sustainability risk, supplier sustainability risk consequences, supplier risk management 

response, and supplier risk performance outcome (See Figure 5).  

 
Figure 5  Supply Chain Risk Management Model 

Source: Foerstl et al. (2010) 
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The supply chain risk management model shown in Figure 5 is aligned with the approach of Jüttner, 

et al (2003) in the point that it is based on risk identification, assessment including risk 

consequences, and management. However, it is different as it incorporates concept of the external 

responsiveness and focuses on sustainability aspects. Foerstl et al. (2010) argue that there is strong 

pressure from NGOs and cooperation with NGOs leads to better supply chain risk management. In 

addition, Foerstl et al. (2010) also pointed out that sustainability risk management research shows 

that high external responsiveness to stakeholder’s demands have a positive effect on risk 

identification, assessment, and risk mitigation strategies, and lead to performance in a positive way. 

Hence, well-structured supplier management can reduce a company’s risk exposure to reputational 

damages when incorporated with external responsiveness.  

 

2.4 Implementation framework: OECD DD Guidance 

The supply chain risk management approach and strategies presents a conceptual model of how 

companies can respond to supply chain risks. However, in order to implement supply chain risk 

management effectively in practice, a framework should be built in a company-wide manner (Neef 

2004). In fact, supply chain risk management has been increasingly incorporated under the 

company-wide CSR management framework (Halldórsson et al. 2009).  

The framework, which was developed to address the conflict minerals issue, is “the five-step 

framework for risk-based due diligence in the mineral supply chain (Five-step framework)” in 

OECD DD Guidance. The guidance has been developed based on risk-management approach and 

integrates actions on conflict minerals into corporate management systems and can be used as a 

common reference for all suppliers and other stakeholders in the mineral supply chain and any 

industry-driven schemes, and underlines how companies address the conflict minerals issue by 

showing each step (OECD 2011). The guidance serves as a basic guidance on how companies can 

address the issue and is supported by The United Nations Security Council resolution 1952 (2010) 
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and referred to by the Dodd Frank Act in the USA (OECD 2011). While guidance is not legally 

binding, the OECD recommends that adhering countries should reflect the common position and 

present a political commitment to the guidance (OECD 2012). In this way, it is assumed that the 

guidance is adopted by companies that seek to address the conflict minerals issue.  

The guidance consists of five steps that companies should take for potential risk identification and 

implementation to mitigate adverse effects linked to business activities or relations.  

 

The five steps are summarized in the following (OECD 2011): 

1. Establish strong company management systems: Companies should set a policy on conflict 

minerals and communicate it to suppliers and the public, organize internal management to support 

supply chain due diligence, establish a system to control to trace the supply chain or join initiatives 

to do so, and engage with suppliers. 

2. Identify and assess risk in the supply chain: Companies should identify risks and assess risks 

of adverse effects in the supply chain referring to the supply chain policy. 

3. Design and implement a strategy to respond to identified risks: Companies should report 

findings of the supply chain risk assessment to senior management, and develop a risk management 

plan and strategy, monitor the performance, and report back to senior management. If necessary, 

conduct additional risk assessment. 

4. Carry out independent third-party audit of supply chain due diligence at identified points 

in the supply chain: Companies should conduct independent third party due diligence, which may 

be verified by an independent institutionalized mechanism. 

5. Report on supply chain due diligence: Companies should report on the supply chain due 

diligence policies and practices to public. It could be incorporated to their sustainability, corporate 

social responsibility or annual reports by expanding the scope to cover additional information on 

mineral supply chain due diligence. 
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2.5 Comprehensive approach as a part of CSR management 

There are also discussions that supply chain management should be incorporated into 

company-wide CSR management (Cruz 2009;  Halldórsson et al. 2009). While OECD DD 

Guidance serves as the basic reference when addressing the conflict minerals issue (OECD 2011), 

companies can also consider integrating it into existing sustainable supply chain management as a 

part of their CSR management. Neef (2004) outlines how companies can take effective measures to 

enforce consistent ethical policies across their entire global supply chain by suggesting key 

elements of ethical and risk management corporate framework: 

 
 A corporate value statement and aspirational code of conduct  
 A strong business case  
 The selection and adoption of internationally accepted social and environmental 

performance standards 
 Measurable and verifiable indicators of performance  
 A program to build awareness and support 
 A supplier program that includes education, training, and communications activities, 

and monitoring and auditing of supplier performance 
 A reporting structure  
 Supporting IT systems 
 

In MNCs, application of code of conduct is quite common while the successful implementation of 

code of conducts requires good communication with suppliers (Park-Poaps and Rees 2009). 

Research by Chiara and Spena (2011) also shows that all the studied firms include international 

standards into its supplier code of conduct, and integrate it to its CSR strategies on a global level. 

The other measures are also quite common in CSR practices (Guadamillas-Gómez and 

Donate-Manzanares 2011).  
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2.6 Barriers for mitigating risks in supply chain 

Seuring and Müller (2008) argued that the results from literature review highlight mainly three 

barriers in achieving sustainable supply chains: (1) higher costs, (2) coordination effort and 

complexity, and (3) insufficient or missing communication in the supply chain. Higher cost can be 

explained by the costs to facilitate communication and implement monitoring, evaluation, reporting 

and sanctions (Seuring and Müller 2008). OECD DD Guidance also suggests that challenges can be 

met by cost-sharing within an industry for specific due diligence tasks (OECD 2011). Seuring and 

Müller (2008) discuss that the implementation process still requires higher costs although a supply 

chain partnership can help to reduce the costs. In relation to coordination effort and complexity and  

insufficient or missing communication in the supply chain, OECD DD Guidance also recommends 

participation in initiatives on responsible supply chain management and cooperation between 

upstream and downstream companies. In addition, Seuring and Müller (2008) point out that 

cross-communication and training procurement personnel and suppliers have a positive impact on 

supply chain risk management in order to improve communication. 
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3. Methods 
The following chapter illustrates the research design and methodologies applied in the study, 

including strategies, data collection methods, the number of samples, sampling method and data 

analysis methods. The research basically took two steps: desktop research and case studies.  

By conducting desktop research, I tried to understand the overview of the current situation and 

elaborated detailed practices through case studies. 

 

3.1 Research design 

According to Marvasti (2004), qualitative research methods “provide detailed description and 

analysis of the quality, or the substance, of human experience”. Rasmussen et al. (2006) also 

discuss that qualitative research methods help to understand complex issues. As this study deals 

with a complex issue involving many players and factors, which cannot be captured only with 

numerical figures as described in section 1.3, qualitative methods seemed to be the most suitable for 

this study and was selected as a method. For the same reason, I chose to do a case study as a 

strategy for this study, since a case study especially can give a detailed explanation of the research 

and can help to answer “how” and “why” questions (Yin 1993). Furthermore, as the conflict 

minerals issue was highlighted quite recently, it would be more interesting to elaborate company’s 

practice as case studies. In this way, I selected an initial research design of qualitative research 

through case studies.  

Prior to conducting a case study, it is necessary to select samples and gain an understanding 

surrounding the case studies (i.e. the progress of the Swedish companies on the conflict minerals 

issue in general). Therefore, I conducted a desktop research on related industries, companies and 

NGOs in Sweden to investigate the general status concerning the conflict minerals issue and select 

samples for case studies. After that, I contacted the selected companies to ask for their cooperation 
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to conduct case studies via emails. Two companies, Sony Ericsson and Atlas Copco, accepted to be 

interviewed. The interviews were recorded, and later transcribed, coded and analyzed. For the data 

analysis of the interview, the study employed narrative analysis, which has become a common 

method of information sharing, as the narrative form can provide an understanding of what and how 

the phenomenon is (Marvasti 2004). The following is the overall research process. 

 

3.1.1 Desktop research 

The desktop research began with the findings from a literature review. An example is the related 

industries to the conflict minerals issue which are recognized by The Enough Project (2010). Based 

on the findings, I conducted research on the industry initiatives including NGO activities related to 

the industries, Swedish companies and NGOs.  

First, the study summarized the level of efforts taken by the six related industries (electronic, 

automobile, aerospace, jewelry, industrial machinery, and medical equipment) by collecting 

information via the Internet. For example, information was gathered through related reports and 

websites of industry initiatives. As most industry initiatives on conflict minerals are at an 

international level, this study focuses on industry initiatives at an international level. Second, I 

selected Swedish companies based on the criteria described below to find out the general status of 

the companies’ progress on the issue and to contact them individually for case studies. The 

definition of Swedish companies in this study refers to companies whose headquarters are located in 

Sweden. The first selection criterion was “Global 2000 Leading Companies (Forbes 2011)” and the 

listed companies in NASDAQ OMX Nordic (NASDAQ OMX Group 2012) in each industry 

assuming that global companies are more active in addressing sustainability issues including the 

conflict minerals issue than middle or small sized companies. Due to the relatively small number of 

companies which match the first criterion, some companies were carefully added to the list in the 

second selection based on the criteria that they are members of industry associations and are 
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referred to as major companies in research papers such as an industry report issued by the Swedish 

government. However, the number of companies chosen after the selection process is still different 

from industry to industry due to the different structures of markets including the existence of 

monopoles and oligopolies. The selected companies were studied via their website, sustainability 

reports and other information searched for keywords such as “company name + conflict minerals” 

to collect information about their efforts related to conflict minerals. Third, the desktop research 

collected information on Swedish NGO’s activities on the conflict minerals issue via the Internet to 

find out which NGOs are active. Figure 6 illustrates the research design referring to the desktop 

research and case studies. 

 

3.1.2 Case studies 

In this study, “purposive sampling” was applied as a sampling method because it is suitable for a 

small number of samples such as in a case study, when “selecting cases that are particularly 

informative” and best suited to answer the research question (Saunders et al. 2003, p 157). Based on 

the results of the desktop research, I created a list of major Swedish companies in the six industries 

under investigation and contacted them to ask for interviews via email. Among them, four 

companies replied: two (Atlas Copco and Sony Ericsson) accepted interviews and two did not. I 

also contacted NGOs which are actively involved in the conflict minerals issue in Sweden based on 

the result of the desktop research, as NGOs have influence on companies. Among them, Swedwatch 

accepted to be interviewed.  

For the data collecting method and typology in the case study, I chose semi-structured interviews to 

gain in-depth understanding of the issue while balancing its quality and structure, as semi-structured 

interview can include detailed questions to investigate the topics that are related to the research 

questions while enabling flexibility in collecting data focusing both on the quality and structure 
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(Gillham 2005). The interviews were recorded and later transcribed. Data was analyzed after the 

coding of the transcription. Figure 6 illustrates the research design for this study. 

 

 

 

3.2 Case study description 

The two companies that accepted to be interviewed for the case study were Sony Ericsson and Atlas 

Copco. Among NGOs, Swedwatch accepted to be interviewed. The following sections describe the 

basic information of the selected companies and NGO for the case study. 

 

Figure 6  Research design 
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3.2.1 Sony Ericsson 

Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications AB (“Sony Ericsson”) is a major Swedish mobile company, 

which was founded in 2001 as a 50:50 joint venture between Sony Corporation and 

Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson (Sony Ericsson 2012). The company has been operating globally 

with approximately 7600 employees (Sony Ericsson 2012a).  

Sony Ericsson was selected for this case study as the company was the most active in addressing the 

conflict mineral issue among the studied Swedish companies (December, 2011). For example, the 

company already released “Statement on Conflict Minerals” in August 2011 (Sony Ericsson 2011a) 

and also expressed concerns on the conflict minerals issue in its Sustainability Report 2010 (Sony 

Ericsson 2011b). Sony Ericsson is also a member of the EICC-GeSI Supply Chain/ Extractive 

working group. On December 6th 2011 between 14:00-15:30, I had an interview with Ms. Kazumi 

Ichiba, CSR & Community Investment Specialist, Corporate Sustainability Office, Global 

Communications & PR Department at Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications at the headquarters 

in Lund, Sweden. 

On February 15th, 2012, Sony Corporation (“Sony”) completed the acquisition of 

Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson’s (“Ericsson”) 50% stake in Sony Ericsson Mobile 

Communications AB and Sony Ericsson became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sony, which will 

lead to a change of the company name from “Sony Ericsson” to “Sony Mobile Communications” 

(Sony 2012). The case study is only involved with Sony Ericsson during the research period from 

September 2011 to February 2012 before the completion of acquisition.  

  

3.2.2 Atlas Copco 

Atlas Copco AB (“Atlas Copco”) is a Swedish industrial company with a world-leading position in 

compressors, construction and mining equipment, power tools and assembly systems (Atlas Copco 
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2012a). Atlas Copco, founded in 1873, has been expanding its business and currently manufactures 

products in 20 countries with 33 000 employees at year-end of 2010 (Atlas Copco 2012a). 

Atlas Copco has been addressing sustainability issues for over 10 years and has received high 

recognition in sustainability. Examples are that it has been listed as the world’s tenth most 

sustainable company in the annual Global 100 and is included in the Dow Jones Sustainability 

World Index and in the Dow Jones Sustainability Europe Index (Atlas Copco 2011 and 2012b). 

With regard of the issue on conflict minerals, no clear information is found in the company’s 

website. However, its Business Code of Practice says that it “supports fundamental human rights, 

and respects those rights in the Groups’ operations throughout the world”(The Atlas Copco Group 

2009). 

On January 17th 2012 between 15:00-16:00, I had an interview with Ms. Karin Holmquist, Vice 

President Corporate Responsibility, Corporate Communications at Atlas Copco at the headquarters 

in Stockholm, Sweden. 

 

3.2.3 Swedwatch (NGO) 

Swedwatch is a Sweden-based nonprofit NGO, focusing on social and environmental 

responsibilities of Swedish companies in developing countries. Swedwatch has been active 

concerning the conflict minerals issue. Swedwatch released reports in the area: “Risky Business” 

(2008), “Voices from the inside” (2010), and “Passive observers or active defenders of human 

rights?: Corporate challenges in repressive regimes and conflict zones” (2010).  

I conducted an interview with MS. Kristina Areskog Bjurling, Researcher at Swedwatch on January 

18th, 2012 from 9:30 to 10:30 at their office in Stockholm, Sweden. 
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3.3 Interview design 

In this study, semi-structured interviews have been used aiming to gain an in-depth understanding 

of the topic by balancing flexibility and data quality as described in section 3.1.2Case studies. 

Therefore, all the interviews, due to their nature, follow the flow of the conversations and include or 

omit several questions in order to explore the research questions. The interviews were performed 

face to face and recorded with the informed consent of the interviewees. 

In order to investigate company’s implementation process on the conflict minerals issue effectively, 

I employed “the five-step framework for risk-based due diligence in the mineral supply chain” in 

the OECD DD Guidance (OECD 2011) as a basis of the questionnaire. As described in 2.4, the 

guidance is based on the supply chain risk management approach and covers the supply chain risk 

management theories so that it is effectively used for implementation. The guidance also serves as a 

basic guidance on how companies can address the conflict minerals issue so it was also assumed 

that companies followed the guidance. In addition, a few questions on driving forces and challenges 

in address the conflict minerals issue were included. The interview questionnaires consisted of 

approximately 20 questions. 

 

3.4 Limitation 

The study aims to explore the level of Swedish company’s efforts on the conflict minerals issue, 

and to illustrate examples of driving forces, implementation measures and existing challenges. 

However, during the desktop research, it turned out that most Swedish companies have not started 

addressing the conflict mineral issue yet. Based on its circumstances, I assume the results of the 

case studies might not be generalized as the cases of Swedish companies due to the limited number 

of samples, the limited amount of information and the different level of practices. Nevertheless, the 

results of the desktop research can illustrate the overview of the progress in each industry and the 
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case studies can give examples of the measures to learn from as long as the circumstances 

surrounding the examples are properly explained and understood. 

Moreover, it should be noted that the main part of the research conducted was between September 

2011 and April 2012 and it is expected that the Swedish companies will take further efforts on the 

conflict minerals issue hereafter. It means that study results might be different if it were to be 

conducted at a later period. 

 

3.5 Validity and reliability 

The quality of a study is generally evaluated by two concepts, validity and reliability. The reliability 

of the data is concerned with “the extent to which the data that has emerged from the study are 

consistent and stable both over time and across a range of different respondents” and the assessment 

of reliability refers to the data collection and on the analysis of the data (Rasmussen et al. 2006, p 

133). In other words, reliability covers “the consistency of the measurement being used” while 

validity is “assessed in relation to the way the entire frame of reference has taken shape” (ibid.).  

There are many discussions with regard to sampling and its validity in a case study. For example, 

Schiele and Krummaker (2011, p 1139) argue that case study methodology has received critique on 

the single case method for its “low validity” and “limits in generalizability”. Furthermore, they add 

that “poorly executed case studies that apply only one evidence source can result in a narrow and 

heavily biased theory” (ibid.). However, Emmel and Hughes (2009, p 325) discuss that a small 

number of case studies can be used to find out the relationship between the actors and to describe 

how “stories shift over time and space” rather than finding fixed categories. Rasmussen et al. (2006, 

p 94) also argue that qualitative research requires relatively few respondents with the use of 

“flexible and tailor-made techniques”, as the purpose is to gain in-depth understanding rather than 

to generalize finding from a studied group.  
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Yin (1993, p 71) argues that the case study evaluation report embraces weaknesses that have 

received the criticism of “lack of subjectivity”, however, these criticism can be defused by taking 

the following two steps: First, a case study database should be created to include all the information 

collected. Second, the report should present “the relevant evidence and the data from the database” 

including the link between the narrative of the case study and conclusions to specific data 

presentation. By doing so, one can create a report with high-quality (ibid.).   

In addition, there are some techniques to improve validity and reliability. Riege (2003) summarized 

qualitative techniques to be used for rigorous case study methods on the basis of design tests of 

construct validity, internal and external validity and reliability. The techniques that applied to this 

study are listed in Appendix 1. Furthermore, this research carefully examines all the methods and 

data so as to maintain validity and reliability. An example is the process of deciding the number of 

samples and of selecting sampling. 

 

3.6 Critical reflection on methods 

The choice of methods is considered to be appropriate considering the nature of the study topic and 

range of applicable methods to answer the research questions. However, other methods could also 

have been applied. An example would be to send out questionnaires to a wide range of companies 

in the conflict mineral-related industries to obtain more general views, while one cannot expect a 

reasonable number of responses at this period of time due to the fact that many companies have not 

yet started addressing the issue. Another option would be to conduct interviews with persons in 

different departments in order to elaborate challenges related to the conflict minerals issue. While I 

was planning to do so, it was difficult as the conflict minerals issue is complicated and companies 

seemed uncomfortable to take part in interviews as companies’ efforts are in the very early stages. It 

would also be possible to expand the geographical scope beyond Sweden based on the fact that 

some other companies in the electronic industry outside Sweden are more active in addressing the 
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issue. However, a few NGOs already published research reports focusing on the electronic industry 

as mentioned in section 4.1.1.   
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4. Results  
In the following chapter, the results of the desktop research and case studies are presented. The 

results of the desktop research include research on international industry initiatives including related 

NGOs activities, Swedish companies’ progress, and Swedish NGOs regarding the conflict minerals 

issue. The results of the case studies are presented in line with the questionnaire of the interviews. 

 

4.1 Results of the desktop research 

The desktop research consisted of three parts: the first part is to investigate international industry 

initiatives on conflict minerals together with NGOs activities in each industry, the second is to 

collect information on Swedish companies’ progress on the conflict minerals issue and the third is 

to investigate Swedish NGOs that are actively involved in the conflict minerals issue. The results of 

the desktop research give the overview of the level of efforts taken by industries in the international 

level, and the level of efforts taken by Swedish companies and NGOs’ activities in Sweden.  

 

4.1.1 International industry initiatives and related NGOs’ activities 

Table 3 shows examples of internationally recognized industry initiatives on the conflict minerals 

issue. As some reports including “Conflict Minerals Provision of Dodd-Frank” (KPMG 2011a) 

pointed out, the electronic industry seems to be the most active in addressing the conflict minerals 

issue. Industry initiatives, EICC & GeSI, have been implementing “the Conflict-Free Smelter 

Program” which is “a voluntary program in which an independent third party evaluates a smelter’s 

procurement activities and determines if the smelter demonstrated that all the materials they 

processed originated from conflict-free sources” (EICC-GeSI 2012) and has issued some useful 

document and templates. On the other hand, the automotive industry just launched the “Conflict 

Mineral Work Group” aiming to define industry-wide processes. The automotive industry is 
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planning to use an existing Automotive-industry system International Material Data System (IMDS) 

to identify parts which contain conflict minerals and further to develop a list of CAS number for 

conflict minerals to enable parts screening (AIAG 2011). The jewelry industry has two major 

initiatives, the World Gold Council (WGC) and Responsible Jewelry Council (RJC). Both of the 

initiatives are active and have released Chain of Custody Standard for the certification process. In 

the other industries, any major actions on conflict minerals were not recognized. It is noted that the 

two most active industries, electronics and jewelry, have received critique from NGOs and in both 

industries major companies are ranked by their progress on the conflict minerals issue.  

 
Table 3  Examples of Industry Initiatives and NGOs actions 
Industry Industry 

Initiatives 
Measures Taken Major NGOs activities 

related to the industry 

Electronic Electronics 
Industry 
Citizenship 
Coalition (EICC) 
and Global 
e-Sustainability 
Initiative (GeSI) 

- Have been developing a scheme for 
assessing smelter mineral sourcing 
and have issued:  
 Conflict Minerals Reporting 

Template and Dashboard 
 List of Suppliers Compliant with 

the Conflict-Free Smelter Program 
 Audit Standard Instructions 

ENOUGH Project 
- Disclosed company 

ranking on progress 
toward conflict-free  
supply chains 

Green Peace 
- Issued 2011 Guide to 

Greener Electronics 
including criteria on 
conflict free minerals. 

Automotive The Automotive 
Industry Action 
Group (AIAG) 

- Launched Conflict Mineral Work 
Group to define industry-wide 
processes a company can use for 
Conflict Mineral content 
identification  

- The Automotive -industry system 
IMDS (International Material Data 
System) can be used for screening 
for parts related to the minerals (The 
Automotive Industry Action Group 
(AIAG) 2011). 

- A group of NGOs 
demands that electronics 
and automotive industries 
must implement OECD DD 
Guindace and stop the trade 
in conflict minerals  

Jewelry The World Gold 
Council (WGC)   

- Developing a framework of draft 
standards to track gold from the mine 
to the end of the refining process 
released drafts of: 
 Conflict-free gold standard 
 Chain of custody standard 

No Dirty Gold Campaign 
- Published gold retailer 

ranking based on 
progress on ethical 
sourcing of metals 
(EARTHWORKS' No 
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Responsible 
Jewelry Council 
(RJC) 

- Launched Chain-of-Custody (CoC) 
Certification for precious metals 
(gold, platinum, palladium and 
rhodium) that includes provisions on 
conflict-free gold and published: 
 CoC Standard 
 CoC Standard Guidance 
 CoC Certification Handbook 
 Assessment Questions and 

Evidence 
 Assessment Toolkit 

Dirty Gold Campaign 
2010) 

 

Industrial 
machinery 

- - No information was found. - 

Medical 
equipment 

- - No information was found. - 

Aerospace - - No information was found. - 

 

One of the most active NGOs focusing on business response to the conflict minerals issue is the 

Enough Project, which was established as “a project of the Center for American Progress” by a 

small group of policymakers and activists in 2007 in the USA (The Enough Project 2012). The 

Enough Project issued a report ranking the progress of 21 electronics companies that source 

minerals from the Congo (See Figure 7), based on 18 specific criteria in five categories: 1. Tracing, 

2. Auditing, 3. Certification, 4. Stakeholder engagement and 5. Support for legislation (ibid.). In the 

ranking, there is only one Swedish company, Sony Ericsson, which is ranked in the middle tier. The 

Enough Project (2010) discusses in the report that Sony Ericsson can have more proactive efforts 

while it is helpful to join the EICC-GeSI working group. 
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Figure 7  Electronics companies ranked by progress on conflict minerals 
Source: The Enough Project (2010) 
 

Another ranking is shown in Figure 8. It is the 2011 version of the “Guide to Greener Electronics”, 

which has been published annually by Greenpeace International since 2006. The ranking is based 

on criteria in energy & climate, greener products and sustainable operations and has included 

conflict mineral in its criteria since 2011. Sony Ericsson is also evaluated in the ranking and takes 

6th place. In one of the criteria, “policy and practice on avoidance of conflict minerals” (See Table 

4), Sony Ericsson scored low due to  that it “has not yet published or publicly mapped smelters or 

suppliers of conflict minerals and needs to provide proof of verification of its suppliers” 

(Greenpeace International 2011). 
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Figure 8  Ranking of greener electronics 
Source: Greenpeace International (2011) 
 
Table 4  A part of Sony Ericsson’s overall score in the ranking of greener electronics 
 Zero Low Medium High 
Measure and reduce energy 
consumption in the supply chain 

    

Chemicals Management and 
Advocacy 

    

Policy and practice on sustainable 
sourcing of fibres for paper 

    

Policy and practice on avoidance 
of conflict minerals 

    

Provides effective voluntary 
take-back where no EPR laws 

    

Source: ibid. 
 

Furthermore, the NGO, Earthworks has been actively involved in the gold industry, promoting a 

campaign “No Dirty Gold” to promote responsible practices in the mining industry by educating 

consumers and jewelry retailers (EARTHWORKS’ No Dirty Gold Campaign 2010). Earthworks 

ranked jewelry retailers in a report based on their practice including signing of the “Golden Rules”. 

“Golden Rules” includes a clause of “not operating in areas of armed or militarized conflict”. 
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4.1.2 Swedish companies’ progress on a conflict-free supply chain 

Among the 15 companies studied in the six industries, only three companies, Sony Ericsson, 

Ericsson and Volvo Aero, explicitly refer to and addressed the conflict mineral issue according to 

the published information on their website (see Table 5). The levels of progress on the conflict 

minerals issue vary from industry to industry. The result shows that the electronic industry is the 

most active in addressing the conflict minerals issue in Sweden, which is the same as the result of 

the study in industry initiatives. Both Sony Ericsson and Ericsson have a policy or statement on the 

conflict minerals issue in place, have announced to their suppliers that they do not accept conflict 

minerals and support industry initiatives by EICC and GeSI. While Electrolux does not refer to 

conflict minerals explicitly in their website and Sustainability Report, all of the conflict minerals 

(Gold, Tantalum, Tungsten and Tin) are on their list of "The other substances of concern (SoC)" for 

suppliers. According to Electrolux’s position statement, the SoC should be communicated to the 

suppliers, its alternatives shall be investigated, and “Electrolux shall require that suppliers report 

any presence of SoC in purchased materials, parts or products”. It appears that they started to 

investigate the issue implicitly. 

In the other industries, a few companies were recognized as taking actions on the conflict minerals 

issue. In the automotive industry, Volvo became a member of Conflict Minerals Group of 

Automobile Industry Action Group (AIAG). However, no information on the conflict minerals issue 

was found in their website and CSR/Sustainability Reports. In the aerospace industry, Volvo Aero 

referred to the conflict minerals issue in its company magazine. “AERO (Volvo Aero 2010)”. Volvo 

Aero wrote that “some of their products contain a very small amount of tantalum” and they use the 

code of conduct requirement and the supplier evaluation “to secure this issue”. No other progress on 

the conflict minerals issue is recognized in the other studied companies while most of the 

companies studied have Code of Conduct that supports the fundamental human rights, and which 

suppliers should be in compliance with. However, it should be noted that as a basis the progress in 
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CSR/Sustainability appears to be slow in the industries, the jewelry and the medical equipment, 

considering the fact that the studied companies in the two industries have not published 

CSR/Sustainability Reports and only one company has Code of Conduct. 
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Table 5  Swedish companies’ progress on the conflict minerals issue in six industries 

 
○: [Code of Conduct or Policy/Statement] if it exists. [CSR/Sustainability report] if published [Other] When the reference to the item was recognized in the website or reports 
△：when not explicitly referred to the issue but when indirect evidence exists. e.g.) Volvo has not referred but the name of Volvo was in AIAG conflict minerals group in the website of AIAG. 
- : when the item does not exist or there is no reference identified in the website or reports. 
* Ericsson Microwave Systems does not have its own website but integrated to Ericsson’s website. 
*CSR/Sustainability reports issued by the end of March, 2012 were checked. 

Electronics Automobile Jewelry industrial machinery Medical equipment Aerospace

Sony Ericsson Ericsson Electrolux Volvo Saab Iduna Sandvik Atlas Copco SKF Alfa Laval Getinge  Gambro Saab Volvo Aero
Ericsson
Microwave
Systems

Selection Criteria Research Forbes, Listed Forbes Forbes, Listed Listed Research Forbes, Listed Forbes Forbes, Listed Forbes Listed Research reporListed Listed Research
Reference to Conflict Minerals ○ ○ - - - - - - - - - - - ○ *

1. Management System
Code of Conduct ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ - ○ ○ ○ ○ - ○ ○ ○ *

Reference to Human rights ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ - ○ ○ ○ ○ - ○ ○ ○ *
Policy / Statement ○ △ - - - - - - - - - - - ○ *

Awareness of risks in embargo - ○ - - - - - - - - - - - - *
Suppport OECD DD Guidance △ - - - - - - - - - - - - - *
Support legislation - ○ - - - - - - - - - - - - *

Internal management/communication - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *
2. Risk identification

Risk identification ○ △ - - - - - - - - - - - ○ *
Risk assessment - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *

3. Design and Implementation
Plan - ○ - - - - - - - - - - - - *
Implementation ○ ○ △ - - - - - - - - - - ○ *

Engagement with Suppliers ○ ○ △ - - - - - - - - - - ○ *
Industry initiatives ○ ○ - △ - - - - - - - - - - *
Cooperation with NGOs △ △ - - - - - - - - - - - - *

4. Third Party Audit
Third party audit - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *

5. Reporting

CSR/Sustainable Report ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ do not publish ○ ○ ○ ○ do not publish do not publish ○
○

（Volvo
Group's）

*

Reference to Conflict Minerals
2010 ○ ○ - - - - - - - - - - - - *
2011 ○ not yet issued not yet issued not yet issued not yet issued - not yet issued not yet issued not yet issued not yet issued - - not yet issued not yet issued *

Other information - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Reference to
conflict
minerals in
company
magazine

*
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4.1.3 Swedish NGOs’ activities on conflict minerals 

The results of the desktop research found that there are mainly five NGOs that are involved in the 

conflict minerals issues in Sweden (see Table 6): Swedwatch, Svenska Kyrkan, and Fair Trade 

Center are in cooperation with the European Network “MakeITfair” and have issued reports 

together. Swedwatch also work together with Diakonia to issue a report. Diakonia and Fonden för 

mänskliga rättigheter focus more on local problems related to the conflict minerals. The study 

shows that Swedwatch is the most active NGO on the conflict minerals issue and it also focuses on 

companies’ activities in the downstream of the supply chain. Swedwatch actually had an interview 

with Sony Ericsson in its report, “Voice from the inside” (Pöyhönen et al. 2010), discussing about 

Sony Ericsson’s response to the embargo situation. 

 
Table 6  Swedish NGOs’ activities  
NGOs active 
for conflict 
minerals 

Overview Approach to the conflict 
minerals issue 

Research/Report on conflict 
mineral issue 

Swedwatch An NGO, which aims to 
critically examine 
Swedish business 
relations with developing 
countries focusing on 
environmental and social 
concerns.  

Discussing the issue from 
comprehensive view 
including local situation 
in DRC to industry 
initiatives and company 
responses 

- Together with Diakonia 
released “Risky business: 
Report on the Congo and the 
mining industry(2008)” 

- “Voices from DRC on conflict 
minerals (2010)” 

- “Passive observers or active 
defenders of human rights? 
(2010)” 

Svenska 
Kyrkan 
(Church of 
Sweden) 

An organization working 
for a world without 
hunger, poverty or 
oppression.  

Cooperating with 
Swedwatch through the 
European Network, 
“makeITfair” 

- Supported “Voices from DRC 
on conflict minerals (2010)” 

- Supported “Passive observers 
or active defenders of human 
rights? (2010)” 

Fair Trade 
Center 

An NGO to promote 
ethical trade with 
low-income countries by 
increasing consumer and 
company awareness of 
social and environmental 
responsibility.  

Cooperating with 
Swedwatch through the 
European Network, 
“makeITfair” 

- Supported “Voices from DRC 
on conflict minerals (2010)” 

- “konflikt mineraler i våra 
mobiler” (2010) 
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NGOs active 
for conflict 
minerals 

Overview Approach to the conflict 
minerals issue 

Research/Report on conflict 
mineral issue 

Diakonia An organization for 
international development 
co-operation.  

Focusing on local 
situations in DRC 
 

- Together with Swedwatch 
released “Risky business: 
Report on the Congo and the 
mining industry(2008)” 

Fonden för 
mänskliga 
rättigheter 
(The Swedish 
Foundation 
for Human 
Rights) 

a religiously and 
politically independent 
foundation, whose 
activities are aimed at 
strengthening the respect 
for and the protection of 
human rights in Sweden 
and internationally 

Focusing on local 
situations in DRC 
 

- “Justice, Impunity, and Sexual 
Violence in Eastern 
Democratic Republic of 
Congo”(2008) 

 

 
 

4.2 Results of the case studies 

In the case studies, two companies, Sony Ericsson and Atlas Copco, and an NGO, Swedwatch 

accepted to have interviews. The interviews in the case studies were semi-structured and were based 

on a questionnaire referring to OECD DD Guidance. The data of interviews were also 

supplemented with information form the companies’ website. The results of interviews are 

presented here in line with the questionnaire. 

 

4.2.1 Driving forces for the conflict minerals issue 

The two companies, Sony Ericsson and Atlas Copco, in the case studies had the different answers. 

In the interview, Sony Ericsson mainly described the two major driving forces:  

“We firstly became aware of the issue by reports and inquiries from NGOs. As the mobile 

phones are in close proximity to consumer’s daily life, the mobile phone industry received high 

attention. Another driving force is our customers (operators or carriers) because not only our 

customers are listed in the US SEC but also they concern about the issue.” 
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Sony Ericsson also continued that they received questions about tantalum, one of conflict minerals 

from NGOs even around 2007. Sony Ericsson also highlighted that NGOs brought up the conflict 

minerals issue:   

“When we became aware of the issue for the first time, we thought we were not directly related 

to the conflict and it was rather an issue of the mining industry. But NGOs’ reports alarmed us 

how our behavior could influence the issue.”  

 

In case of Atlas Copco, shareholders are their driving forces as the conflict minerals issue was 

addressed by them. Atlas Copco also added that it is their policy to address sustainability saying 

that: 

“For Atlas Copco, the conflict minerals issue is not direct issue if you look at law and 

regulations like Dodd Frank Act, Atlas Copco is a Swedish group listed on the Stockholm 

Stock Exchange (NASDAQ OMX Nordic). However, Atlas Copco wants to be a sustainable 

company and to do more than what laws and regulation require.”  

 

It should be noted that both companies in the first place did not recognized that the conflict minerals 

issue was linked to them but the issue was raised by external stakeholders. 

 

4.2.2 Overview of the measures taken by the companies 

The level of the progress on the conflict minerals issue is different between the two companies 

studied in the case study. While Sony Ericsson has started looking into the issue around 2007, Atlas 

Copco started in 2011. Regarding the overview, Sony Ericsson said in the interview that:  

“We started looking into the issue around 2007. We firstly tried to understand the issues 

related to one of the conflict minerals, tantalum. Secondly, we tried to share the information 

we gathered with our suppliers to spread the awareness as well as we tried to ask them if they 
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know where they sourced minerals from… Internally, we have been communicating the issue 

as one of our supply chain CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) issues. While we set a policy 

of Conflict Minerals, we are about to establish a system to conduct further investigation in our 

supply chain. So we are taking it step by step.” 

 

Sony Ericsson also welcomes the efforts developing the OECD DD Guidance and is a member of 

the EICC-GeSI Supply Chain/Extractives Working Group. In contrast, Atlas Copco has just started 

collecting information from 2011 and started communicating with the other departments. The 

interviewee in Atlas Copco said that, “I briefly describe it so far to the operation companies but 

they have not fully understood how to start.” No concrete measures have been taken by Atlas 

Copco but they said that they are planning to take measures, while they try to be open in 

communicating with stakeholders.  

 

4.2.3 Policy, strategy and plan 

Before the conflict mineral issue had been highlighted, Sony Ericsson already had “Supplier Social 

Responsibility Code” which refers to basic human rights as well as healthy and safe working 

environment. After Sony Ericsson started addressing the issue, they released the two statements 

about the conflict minerals issue, “Tantalum statement and information” in October 2010 and 

“Statement on Conflict Minerals” in August, 2011. In the “Statement on Conflict Minerals” (Sony 

Ericsson 2011a), Sony Ericsson states that: 

“We engage with suppliers whose components may contain the concerned materials 

originating from the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) or its neighbouring countries. 

We have explicitly reminded them that Sony Ericsson does not accept components containing 

metals where child labour, violation of the basic human rights and/or illegal activities are 
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taking place in any step of the value chain. Our suppliers have verified that they do not utilize 

such sources.” 

Similarly, Atlas Copco has “Business Code of Practice” as a basis which includes clear statement to 

support fundamental human rights (The Atlas Copco Group 2009). Atlas Copco has just started to 

investigate the issue and has not yet set up a policy or strategies on the conflict minerals issue. 

 

In addition, there are discussions on the strategies related to the conflict minerals issue, namely 

about “de facto embargo” as described in 1.3.6 Sony Ericsson recognized the embargo situation in 

DRC:  

“After the Dodd-Frank Act being legislated, people started to avoid minerals from DRC or its 

neighboring countries, which is not the right direction. The point is to improve the 

transparency and traceability of mineral sourcing but not just to avoid the minerals from 

certain countries.”” 

However, Atlas Copco has not fully recognized the issue partly due to the fact that they are in the 

beginning phase. 

 

Concerning further implementation plans, Sony Ericsson said that it would be decided as soon Sony 

Ericsson becomes part of Sony2. Atlas Copco said that there is no fixed plan yet but they will try to 

start implementing the conflict minerals issue in 2012 this year, while it is important to be open in 

communicating the progress to stakeholders. 

 

                                            
2 In October 2011 it was announced by Sony and Ericsson that Sony would acquire Ericsson’s stake in the company and that Sony 
Ericsson would become a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sony. 
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4.2.4 Internal management system 

In response to the questionnaire about which departments are involved in the conflict mineral issue, 

the interviewee in Sony Ericsson answered that: 

“Key departments involved in the conflict minerals issue are our Operations department 

(sourcing/procurement) who contacts our suppliers and Corporate Sustainability Office who 

takes the initiative”.  

Atlas Copco also said that, “Mainly Purchasing Department and Communication Department are 

involved in the conflict minerals issue.” The interviewee in Atlas Copco added that she has 

discussed the issue with a few top management and group management. She also mentioned that 

she shared information with the purchasing function and the department to handle restricted 

substances, and briefly explained the issue to the operation companies. She is also considering some 

options such as to include the issue in the quality management system and to address the issue in 

the Purchasing Council. 

 

4.2.5 Risk identification/ assessment  

According to Sony Ericsson’s “Tantalum statement and information” (2010), tantalum is only used 

for a few models of mobile phones in a component, tantalum capacitor. Sony Ericsson also said in 

the interview that,  

“It is very difficult to say which components are high risk and might contain potential conflict 

minerals. But some components like tantalum capacitors are rather easier to identify so are 

the suppliers involved”. 

In contrast, Atlas Copco has not yet started identifying risks of potential conflict minerals but 

discussed that: 

“Suppliers first need to disclose that conflict minerals are not used in their components that we 

are buying from them. So that is one activity that we can do.”  
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4.2.6 Implementation: Engagement with suppliers 

After identifying suppliers of tantalum capacitors, Sony Ericsson “reduced the usage of tantalum 

capacitors” and “replaced it with ceramic capacitors”, while the company asked the suppliers if 

they were aware of the conflict minerals issue. Sony Ericsson said:  

“Around 2007, we received first declarations from suppliers that they were not buying any 

materials from such areas as DRC. As time goes by, suppliers and smelters became more 

familiar with the conflict minerals issue and started to obtain more information including third 

party audit certificates.” 

In the “Tantalum statement and information”(Sony Ericsson 2010a), Sony Ericsson also stated that: 

“Our suppliers have made investigations of their supply chains and have obtained certificates 

that the tantalum used in their products is not originating from Central Africa. They have long 

term contracts with suppliers and do not generally buy from the spot market where most of the 

illegally mined tantalum is expected to be sold.” 

In addition, Sony Ericsson stated that, “Our List of Banned and Restricted Substances states that 

tantalum illegally mined shall not be permitted for our products”, while they request suppliers to 

comply with our environmental and social requirements according to the statement (Sony Ericsson 

2010a).  

Atlas Copco said that they were discussing possible measures to take, for example:  

“We also have a list of restricted substances that business partners should follow to secure that 

we are not using forbidden substances in our products and components. In that database and 

application, we can also address the issue. These activities are the one that we want to happen 

this year since I learned about it.” 

Atlas Copco in the interview said that they are considering several measures to take in information 

sharing, education and supplier management.  
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4.2.7 Participation in initiatives and third party audits 

According to Sony Ericsson, its parents companies, Sony and Ericsson, are members of EICC and 

GeSI respectively so that they obtained information through the parents companies. However, in 

order to actively participate in the initiative, Sony Ericsson started participating in the EICC-GeSI 

Supply Chain/ Extractives Working Group. Sony Ericsson said in the interview that, “We work 

together with industrial organizations since no companies can influence alone so that we have to 

get together to set industrial standard and influence the whole supply chain.” 

Sony Ericsson also supports the “the Conflict-Free Smelter (CFS) Program” by EICC and GeSI. In 

addition, Sony Ericsson welcomes the development of the OECD DD Guidance. 

Atlas Copco does not belong to industry initiatives related to the conflict minerals as there is no 

such initiative related to them. However, they said in the interview that:  

“We meet Swedish companies regularly and we are interested in discussing the issue. In 

relation to that, conflict minerals could be a good topic. If several companies can work 

together, it is good as we share suppliers with other companies sometimes.” 

Atlas Copco has not conducted third party audit yet. 

  

4.2.8 Reporting / information disclosure 

Sony Ericsson issued its first Sustainability Report in 2008 after the beginning of the joint venture 

in 2001 and referred to the conflict minerals issue in a broader view since then. 

The Sustainability Report 2008 (Sony Ericsson 2009) briefly mentioned to “Mining and human 

rights” but it did not directly refer to conflict minerals. In the Sustainability Report 2009 (Sony 

Ericsson 2010b), Sony Ericsson explicitly stated that “illegal activities and inhumane working 

conditions [in the Democratic Republic of the Congo] are not acceptable” and they “welcome 

initiatives such as those driven by the Global e-Sustainability Initiative and the International Tin 

Research Institute to introduce regulations concerning raw materials in the supply chain”. The 
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Sustainability Report 2010 basically includes almost the same contents as 2009 under the title of 

“Concern on Conflict Minerals”. However, the following issues are newly added; Participation in 

GeSI and EICC working groups “to set reasonable and implementable standards and establish 

better controls for raw materials procurement” and “coordinating efforts in this area, closely with 

both our shareholder parent companies” (Sony Ericsson 2011b). In the Sustainability Report 2011 

(Sony Ericsson 2012b), Sony Ericsson writes about commitment to “raw mineral extraction” under 

the title of “Concerns about raw materials”:  

“Sony Ericsson is committed to finding effective solutions to concerns surrounding raw 

material extractions and our approach to these issues is twofold. Not only do we assess our 

first tier suppliers for their understanding of and conformance with our Supplier Social 

Responsibility Code, but also we work with the wider industry to support initiatives such as the 

Conflict Free Smelter program developed by GeSI and EICC.”  

 

Furthermore, Sony Ericsson referred to their participation in a number of discussions by GeSI/EICC 

and OECD. Atlas Copco has not referred to the conflict mineral issues in their Sustainability Report 

yet but is planning to disclose more information after implementation. 

 

4.2.9 Challenges 

Sony Ericsson and Atlas Copco pointed out various challenges concerning the conflict minerals 

issue in the interview. These challenges are presented by category in Table 7.   
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Table 7  Challenges related to the conflict minerals issue  
 Atlas Copco Sony Ericsson 
The conflict 
minerals issue  

- Complexity of the issue, which is 
difficult to understand 

- Lack of the clear framework in the 
beginning 
 Changes on the targeted 

minerals from time to time 
 Lack of the definition of 

“conflict-free” 
Internal 
management 

- Implementation of a system taking 
time due to the size of the company 

 

Engagement 
with suppliers 

 - Complexity and confidentiality in 
supply chain to disseminate and collect 
information from suppliers 

Industry 
initiatives 

- No industry initiative to cooperate 
with in the related industry 

 

 

<The conflict minerals issue> 

Related to the nature of the conflict minerals issue, Sony Ericsson discussed about the changing 

focus on target minerals: 

“As far as we know, since the United Nations firstly reported about the conflicts related to 

coltan mining in central Africa, it has passed about a decade for the industry to come to a 

certain level of understanding about the tantalum supply chain. Now, more minerals are 

highlighted.” 

Sony Ericsson pointed out a lack of a clear framework of conflict minerals in the beginning that, 

“Before the industrial organizations defined ‘conflict-free’ in the Conflict-Free Smelters’ Program, 

we were not sure how to ensure ‘conflict free’.”  

In addition, Atlas Copco discussed about the complexity of the issue and which requires much 

explanation, saying that: 
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“I briefly describe it so far to the operation companies but they have not fully understood how 

to start”, and “The topic is difficult and my colleagues are reacting in that way.” 

 

<Internal Management> 

Atlas Copco discussed about a challenge related the timeframe saying that it would take three years 

before a system reaches to all the part of company due to the large size of the company. It implies 

that it might take time for implementation if it is a large international company with many branches. 

 

<Supplier Engagement> 

Sony Ericsson discussed about the difficulties to influence supply chain by pointing out that, “It is a 

big challenge to pass down our request throughout the complex supply chain.” Sony Ericsson also 

added that,  

“Fortunately, we have an industrial standard template ready for a conflict minerals survey. 

However, it is not easy for the form to be appropriately filled out through the supply chain or 

even to reach the smelters… Every level of the supply chain needs to understand why we are 

doing this and how they can comply.” 

While it is difficult to disseminate information in the supply chain, Sony Ericsson also discussed 

that: “To collect information from supply chain is difficult because of the complexity and 

confidentiality among suppliers.” 

 

<Industry Initiatives> 

Atlas Copco discussed in the interview that there is no related industry initiatives on the conflict 

minerals issue which the company can join and gain support and said, “If several companies can 

work together, it is good. It is a common issue and it can be stronger.” 
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4.2.10 Key discussions from NGO 

NGOs are one of the external stakeholders that can pose pressures on companies. In addition, 

Foerstl et al. (2010) discuss that companies have strong pressure from NGOs and cooperation with 

NGOs leads to better supply chain risk management. Therefore, the opinions from NGOs can give 

some insights. The following are key discussions from Swedwatch, which includes: to take 

strategies to avoid “de facto embargo”, to implement OECD DD Guidance, and to increase 

transparency by disclosing information. 

 

First, Swedwatch pointed out about strategies related to de facto embargo and argued that 

companies should not take de facto embargo strategies: 

“The easiest way is to say that we are not buying from the region as there are many 

alternatives like Australia. So we think that this is easy but we think that is not the solution. So 

embargo situation is not good for Congo at all. We need to have good support for trade to 

regulate the trade without financing armed groups.” 

The reasoning behind it is that DRC’s economy is declining due to the “de facto embargo” 

situation: 

“Since the mineral trade has been going down, a lot of people get unemployed and get less 

income and feel desperate and they might go to the armed group. Like, young men go to 

different armed group. UN Group of Expert released a report evaluating the situation. It is not 

the way it should be.” 

However, the question is how to avoid “de facto embargo” situation. Swedwatch discussed in the 

interview that:  

“Companies should have proactive action, like trying to support good trade and technical 

assistance to build regulate. That is the way we want. Great Lakes Region is working for that 
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and the Tin initiatives works with that with the Congolese government. This kind of measures 

needs to be promoted.” 

Swedwatch also added that there are other approaches a single company can take: 

“There are also other things you can do as a company. Companies need to have some kinds of 

audits and checking points at smelters as they know traders which are buying from small 

miners. But I also heard that is difficult for companies that try. Companies also can contact 

NGOs in Congo to work for the supply chain or can find some charity, can find organization to 

do technical assistance, and support good and direct trade. But of course it is much easier to 

work with the other companies to leverage supply chain if you share the supply chain. 

As Swedwatch discussed, proactive approach is critical. However, they also understand that a single 

company conducts audits alone.  

Second, Swedwatch recommended that companies should follow OECD DD Guidance: 

“We expect companies to do due diligence according to OECD DD Guidance. The first thing 

to do is that company should analyze the risks in the supply chain, and then if they have risks 

in being involved in conflict minerals, they need to take some action.” 

Swedwatch also emphasized the importance of industry initiatives. 

 
Third, Swedwatch pointed out on the importance on information disclosure: 

“Companies should disclose information as much transparent as possible… If there is trade 

secret in the supply chain, companies can also give information without suppliers’ names. 

What is needed is to be able to show how you buy minerals, show that you know about it and 

try to guarantee that you are not buying conflict minerals. But at the same time you can do it 

very openly. You can also say that it is not possible to totally guarantee but we are working on 

this and this, and these are the difficulties. Consumers nowadays understand the complicated 

situation.” 
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At last, Swedwatch added that in Sweden Sony Ericsson is the most advanced company in progress 

in the conflict minerals issue while in the comparison with international companies, Sony Ericsson 

is not a leading company but ranked as a middle-active.  
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5. Discussion 
This chapter elaborates discussion on the conflict minerals issue to seek to answer the research 

questions reflecting the theoretical framework and methods: The research questions are what the 

driving forces are for Swedish companies to address the conflict minerals issue, how Swedish 

companies respond to the conflict minerals issue, and what are the challenges for Swedish 

companies in addressing the issue. 

 

5.1 The conflict minerals issue 

The conflict minerals issue appears to be part of a new trend in supply chain management in the 

point that it has expanded the ethical boundaries of supply chain responsibilities furthers to the 

source of the origin.  

The boundaries of ethical responsibilities in the supply chain were before limited to subcontractors’ 

or suppliers’ activities, which include compliance with the working conditions in the factories. In 

contrast, the problems of the conflict minerals, which link to human rights abuses, are happening 

during mining process which is the further upstream of the supply chain and many players exist 

in-between. In this way, the ethical responsibility of the conflict minerals issue goes beyond 

suppliers to the mines, which means that the extended ethical responsibilities range from the 

upstream to the downstream in the supply chain. While the conflict minerals issue involves ethical 

responsibilities in Carroll's (1991) “Pyramid of corporate social responsibility” as aforementioned, 

the conflict minerals issue are now linked to legal responsibilities in response to increasing debates 

such as by UN Group of Experts and new regulations on conflict minerals are emerging. Such 

examples are Dodd Frank Act in USA and California State Senate Committee’s Conflict Minerals 

Bill (SB 861).  
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This can be explained by what Carroll (1991) discusses that ethical responsibility is pushing legal 

responsibility pushing toward higher standards in response to the expectation of society. It means 

that ethical values promoted by stakeholders can embody new standards or norms or even create 

new laws or regulations.   

 

5.2 What are the driving forces for Swedish companies to address the 
conflict minerals issue? 

As pointed out in Chapter 2, Roberts (2003) discusses that that driving forces include external 

pressure/reputational concerns, potential business benefits or risks, and company policy or 

capabilities. The results in this study appears to support the Roberts' (2003) discussion. In the case 

studies, the two companies pointed out external stakeholders as driving forces: Sony Ericsson 

referred to NGOs and customers as driving forces while Atlas Copco pointed out shareholders. 

These external stakeholders appear to have external pressures as discussed by Roberts (2003). For 

example, the conflict minerals issue was addressed by shareholders to Atlas Copco. Sony Ericsson 

said that the mobile phone industry received high attention by NGOs and the company has received 

questions about conflict minerals from NGOs. The results of the desktop research also show that 

Sony Ericsson was ranked by its progress on conflict minerals in NGOs’ reports by the Enough 

Project and Greenpeace International. This is also in line with Roberts' (2003) discussion that NGOs 

increasingly monitor high profile brand’s activities while institutional investors and shareholder 

activists table CSR issues at company level.  

The second driving force pointed out by Roberts (2003) is potential business benefits or risks. The 

driving force can also be the case here. Sony Ericsson pointed out customers as one of the driving 

forces and this is regarded as external pressure. However, one can also interpret the customer’s 

pressure as potential business risks because it can impact on business and in the worst case it can 

relate to a loss of business. In the case of Sony Ericsson, the customers show concerns regarding 
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conflict minerals, as many of the customers are based in USA and will be influenced by the Dodd 

Frank Act. This is what Roberts (2003) discusses that companies are likely to take actions when 

they can avoid risks including loss of market share. Furthermore, the fact that the issue is related to 

legal responsibilities might increase the magnitude of pressure in the Sony Ericsson’s case. It is 

interesting that there is indirect influence of the Dodd Frank Act through their customers. This is 

aligned to the situation which is described in the background: the Act is anticipated to have 

far-reaching impacts on the global supply chain that expands geographically and increases in 

complexity (Laurenza et al. 2011). Related to the Dodd Frank Act, one can argue that there are 

potential risks of emerging legislation on conflict minerals in Sweden, as EU already started 

discussions on conflict minerals as described in section 1.3.6. This is the situation what Carroll 

(1991) discussed that an increasing social pressure can result in regulating ethical issues, which 

happened in US for Dodd Frank Act. However, the studied two Swedish companies do not seem to 

have reacted in that way yet but rather focused on stakeholders. It might be because it is still in the 

early phase of legal discussion and no direct link to legal responsibilities is currently observed in 

Sweden. 

At last, the third driving force that Roberts (2003) pointed out is company policy or capabilities. 

This can be also explained in the case study. Atlas Copco said in the interview that it is their policy 

to address emerging social issues including the conflict minerals issue, as they would like to be a 

sustainable company. Sony Ericsson has also committed to sustainable development (Sony Ericsson 

2010b). This relates to what Roberts (2003) discuss that being a good citizenship adds value to 

company and it also can lead to competitive advantage. As described in section 3.2.2, Atlas Copco 

is on Global 100 list of world’s most sustainable companies and ranked in in the Dow Jones 

Sustainability World Index and in the Dow Jones Sustainability Europe Index (Atlas Copco 2011; 

Atlas Copco 2012b). In that way, it is assumed that Atlas Copco focuses on being a good 

citizenship while it might be more related to reputational risks. 
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5.3 How Swedish companies respond to the conflict minerals issue? 

The second research question is about how the Swedish companies respond to the conflict minerals 

issue. First, I would like to discuss the level of the progress by industry and by company in Sweden 

reflecting the theoretical framework. Then I elaborate measures taken by companies and describe 

some similarities between Sony Ericsson and Atlas Copco and also compare the measures with 

NGO’s recommendation. 

 

5.3.1 Differences of level of the progress by industry and by company 

The results of the desktop research present an overall picture of the progress on the conflict 

minerals issue by Swedish companies in the six industries. The research found out that only three 

out of 15 major Swedish companies studied have taken measures on the conflict minerals issue: 

Ericsson, Sony Ericsson (both in the electronic industry) and Volvo Aero (in the aerospace 

industry), and the two of three companies are in the electronic industry. If one sees the results by 

industry, it is interesting that the results from the desktop research appears to show that the industry, 

in which NGO has been more active to evaluate company’s performance has made more progress 

than the other industries. In Sweden, while Swedwatch referred to the electronic industry in its 

report and had an interview with Sony Ericsson on conflict minerals, the electronic industry has 

made the most progress on the conflict minerals issue. This trend is aligned with the international 

trend elaborated in section 1.3.5 and 4.1.1. In the international level, companies in the electronic 

industry have been ranked by their progress on conflict minerals such as by the Enough Project and 

Greenpeace and also the electronic industry is one of the most advanced industries related to the 

conflict minerals issue. It can be also explained by “the social issue cycle” of Ackerman and Bauer 

(1976), who argues that companies improve performance responding to society’s concerns on the 

conflict minerals issue from time to time. Roberts (2003) also discusses that companies are more 

likely to implement measures if the level of external stakeholders’ pressure and concerns is high. 
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Furthermore, this can also be explained by discussion by Foerstl et al. (2010) that cooperation with 

NGOs leads to better supply chain risk management. In addition, the industries, where NGOs have 

not been active, have been silent according to the desktop research. It can be interpreted that there 

might have been currently little external pressure on the other industries in Sweden as pointed out in 

section 1.3.6. Furthermore, companies might not recognize potential risks related to emerging 

legislation in line with Dodd Frank Act in USA as described in section 5.21.3.6, so that there have 

not been much actions taken by the companies in the other industry than the electronic industry.  

The relation between external pressure and the level of progress on conflict minerals can also be 

recognized in the case studies. Sony Ericsson, being in the electronic industry and having pressure 

from NGOs since around 2007, has taken advanced efforts while Atlas Copco, being in industrial 

machinery where NGOs has not yet questioned its actions on conflict minerals, has just started 

addressing the issue. Furthermore, Sony Ericsson is the only Swedish company that has been 

ranked its progress on conflict minerals by a couple of NGOs’ reports among researched reports.  

However, there are exceptions that the jewelry industry has been silent in Sweden while the 

industry is active in international level responding to pressure from NGOs. A possible assumption 

would be lack of pressure from NGOs in Sweden because any NGO’s reports related to the jewelry 

industry’s practice on conflict minerals in Sweden have not recognized during the research. In 

addition, the monopoly situation in the industry would be another reason. Brancia et al. (2011) 

argue that a company in monopoly market less contributes to CSR if the company takes a profit 

maximizing strategy under the economic slump and its expenses are fixed. In addition, the case of 

Volvo Aero in the aerospace industry is also an exception in the Swedish case in the other direction 

in the way that Volvo Aero has addressed the conflict minerals issue. One of the assumptions is that 

Volvo Aero has customers in USA that are concerned with Dodd Frank Act and requested to 

address the conflict minerals issue, as the aerospace industry often have relations to USA. 
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It is also interesting to see the Swedish companies in the international level. Swedwatch said that 

Sony Ericsson has taken the most advanced measures among the Swedish companies on the conflict 

minerals issue while in the international level, Sony Ericsson’s efforts on the conflict minerals issue 

are ranked in the middle and the top rated-companies are American. It might be due to the fact that 

there are legal responsibilities and risks associating with the conflict minerals issue in the USA due 

to the Dodd Frank Act. While Carroll (1991) argues that an increasing social pressure can trigger 

creation of new legislation and its example is the Dodd Frank Act in the USA, the two companies in 

the case studies have not recognized an urgent risk associating potential impact in case of emerging 

legislation in line with the Dodd Frank Act. 

 

5.3.2 Detailed companies’ measures in the case studies 

Supply chain risk management approach is presented in Theoretical Framework in Chapter 2. 

Jüttner et al. (2003) summarize four key management processes to handle supply chain risks and 

Foerstl et al. (2010) elaborate the sustainability risk management model. The both models are quite 

similar in the process to handle to risks but Foerstl et al. (2010) incorporated responsiveness to 

stakeholders. Foerstl et al. (2010) illustrate a model that companies should firstly identify the risk 

sources, secondly categorize them to the relevant factors which constitutes basis of risk assessment, 

and thirdly define the consequences so that in the fourth step the companies can choose strategies 

how to respond to the risks based on the results of risk assessment responding to stakeholder’s 

demands. The case of Sony Ericsson seems to follow the same process. In the case study, Sony 

Ericsson has recognized pressure from stakeholders, identified the conflict mineral sources, which 

was tantalum capacitors, identified related suppliers to assess risks, while Atlas Copco has just 

recognized pressure from stakeholders and is trying to respond.  

Furthermore, as discussed in section 2.6, the companies’ measures are also compared with a 

framework built in a company-wide manner, the five-step framework of OECD DD Guidance. The 
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five-step framework in OECD DD Guidance serves as a basic guidance on how companies can 

address the conflict minerals issue. The five steps consists of: 1. Establish strong company 

management systems, 2. Identify and assess risk in the supply chain, 3. Design and implement a 

strategy to respond to identified risks, 4. Carry out independent third-party audit of supply chain 

due diligence at identified points in the supply chain, and 5. Report on supply chain due diligence. 

If the two companies’ progress is compared with the five-step framework consisting of the 

following steps, Atlas Copco has just started Step 1. Establish strong company management systems 

as they started communicating the other departments to establish a system. Sony Ericsson has 

almost completed Step 1 and Step 2 as they already set a policy on conflict minerals and 

communicated it to suppliers and the public, organized internal management, joined EICC-GeSI 

working group to trace the supply chain, and engaged with suppliers as Step 1 and identifies risks 

and assess risks of adverse effects in the supply chain referring to the supply chain policy as Step 2. 

In Step 3 Design and implement a strategy to respond to identified risks, it is recommended to 

report findings of the supply chain risk assessment to senior management, and develop a risk 

management plan and strategy, monitor the performance, report back to senior management, and if 

necessary, conduct additional risk assessment. As Sony Ericsson has just started to develop a plan 

and strategy, they are in the beginning of Step 3. In addition, it should be mentioned that the two 

companies also tried to integrate the conflict mineral management to the existing management as 

discussed in section 2.5, which will be discussed more in the following section. 

 

5.3.3 Examples of the measures taken in the case studies 

Firstly, I would like to discuss about similarities of the measures taken by the two companies, Sony 

Ericsson and Atlas Copco in case studies, and secondly to find out alignment between NGO’s 

recommendations described in section 4.2.10 and the companies’ practices.  
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<Similarities> 

The results of the case studies show that there are similarities in both companies: they tried to 

manage the conflict minerals issue by integrating it to the existing sustainability supply chain 

management as discussed in 2.5. The similarities are found in the policy, internal management, and 

implementation. Regarding the policy, Sony Ericsson refers to the existing Code of Conduct as a 

basis of the supply chain management in addressing the conflict minerals issue while they have a 

detailed statement on conflict minerals respectively. It is the same as Atlas Copco that they are 

planning to use their Code of Conduct as a basis to address the conflict minerals issue. It is common 

that Code of Conduct includes human rights aspects. Therefore, it seems natural to use it as a basis 

in addressing conflict minerals issue, as code of conducts is a set of rules that supplier should be 

compliant. Regarding internal management, Sony Ericsson and Atlas Copco have the same internal 

management flow. It means that in both cases, the departments with CSR functions (Corporate 

Sustainability Office for Sony Ericsson and Corporate Communication including CR for Atlas 

Copco) take initiatives in addressing the conflict minerals issue while the departments with 

purchasing functions (Operations department for Sony Ericsson and Purchasing Department for 

Atlas Copco) have direct contact with suppliers. It seems also natural that CSR departments take 

initiatives while purchasing departments actually engage with suppliers as purchasing department is 

the one that have relation with suppliers in daily operation. In the implementation process, Sony 

Ericsson added one of the conflict minerals which is “illegally mined tantalum” to their list of 

banned and restricted substances. The list of banned and restricted substances includes substances 

that suppliers are not allowed to use in their products/components. Atlas Copco also presented as an 

option to include conflict minerals in the list of restricted substances that business partners should 

follow, while they are still in the planning phase. The both companies find it as an option to include 

conflict minerals in the existing list of restricted substances that suppliers should comply. The list of 

restricted substances usually includes chemical of concerns according to such criteria as 
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carcinogenicity, mutagenicity, reproductive toxicity, and persistence and bioaccumulation with the 

intention to comply with environmental laws and regulations such as RoHS (Restriction of the Use 

of Certain Hazardous Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment) (Green chemistry and 

commerce 2012). So it is interesting that the substances related to social or ethical issue are added 

to the list of restricted substances and it is also assumed to be a rare case. It should be noted that 

there is a discussion that the due diligence approach used in chemical management approach can be 

applied in the implementation of Dodd Frank Act. For example, as Evans (2011) argues that the 

“due diligence” approaches in RoHS use systematic internal controls incorporating external supplier 

declarations and certifications. Hence, it can be applied to the Dodd Frank Act as the both aims to 

compliance at the product level across the global supply chain (ibid.). The results from the desktop 

research also present the same trend. For example, The Automotive Industry Action Group (AIAG) 

is planning to use the existing the Automotive-industry system IMDS (International Material Data 

System), which aims to manage substances throughout the automotive supply chain, for identifying 

parts that contains the conflict minerals (AIAG 2011). Furthermore, the results of the desktop 

research show that Electrolux also included conflict minerals in the list of "The other substances of 

concern (SoC)" for suppliers. 

As discussed above, the two companies are trying to manage the conflict minerals issue as a part of 

existing sustainability supply chain management under the umbrella of the company-wide CSR 

management. It seems appropriate to integrate the conflict minerals issue to the existing sustainable 

supply chain management as the issue is also the part of the sustainability or corporate social 

responsibility issues. 
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<Alignment between NGO recommendations and corporate practices> 

In the case studies, an NGO, Swedwatch discusses some of the recommendations for companies 

when implementing the conflict mineral issue in section 4.2.10. Here the companies’ measures in 

the case studies are compared with the Swedwatch’s recommendations. 

The first example is about the risks of “de facto embargo” situation. As the interview with 

Swedwatch elaborated in section 4.2.10, the embargo situation, which is to avoid minerals from the 

whole DRC, has become a problem since it has impacted on the economy, and increased 

unemployment and in the worst case drove young people to join armed groups. While it is still 

possible to buy minerals which are not related to human right abuses from outside of the red flag 

zones where the armed groups occupy in DRC and support the trade, many companies stopped 

buying minerals from DRC as it is easier to avoid minerals from DRC rather than having detailed 

investigation of the source of origin. According to the interview, Sony Ericsson has recognized the 

issue while further measures might be required. Swedwatch suggested in the interview that 

companies can contact NGOs in DRC to work for the supply chain or find some charity, find 

organization to do technical assistance, and support good trade, or work with industry initiative to 

address the issue.  

The second example is about implementation with the use of OECD DD Guidance. Swedwatch 

recommended that companies should follow OECD DD Guidance as described in section 4.2.10.  

Sony Ericsson and Atlas Copco have taken actions basically aligned with OECD DD Guidance as 

the company has almost completed Step 1 and Step 2 in the five-step framework while Atlas Copco 

has just started Step 1. 

Lastly, Swedwatch recommended that companies should disclose information on conflict minerals 

in a transparent manner. Sony Ericsson has disclosed information on the practices related to the 

conflict minerals issue in its sustainability reports since 2009. However, it seems that there have 

been not so much differences in the contents between sustainability report 2009 and 2012. On the 
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other hand, Atlas Copco presented the possible options to address conflict minerals in the case study 

while the company has not started addressing the issue. While Atlas Copco seems to seek 

transparency in disclosing information, it is also true that the company has not included information 

on the conflict minerals issue yet.  

 

5.4 What are the challenges for Swedish companies in addressing the 
issue? 

Sony Ericsson and Atlas Copco in the case study pointed out various challenges, which are 

categorized in Table 7 in section 4.2.9. The results illustrate that the two companies pointed out 

different challenges reflecting their progress on the conflict minerals issue. Atlas Copco has 

challenges mainly related to understanding of the issue as they are in the very beginning phase. As 

described in the background in section 1.3.6, the conflict minerals issue is complex in a way that 

requires much explanation to be understood. Therefore, it might take time to gain understanding of 

the other departments. This is applied to the discussion of barriers in achieving sustainable supply 

chains by Seuring and Müller (2008). They pointed out three barriers: (1) higher costs, (2) 

coordination effort and complexity, and (3) insufficient or missing communication in the supply 

chain. Coordination effort and complexity might be applied in the case. 

While Atlas Copco focused more on understanding the issue, Sony Ericsson highlighted mainly on 

challenges that are related to suppliers and the other actors in the supply chain as they have already 

started implementation since 2007. Sony Ericsson emphasized the difficulties to collect information 

from suppliers and smelters in the supply chain due to the complexity of supply chain including the 

confidentiality. For example, Sony Ericsson discussed that forms were not returned with properly 

filled in the supply chain. Sony Ericsson also discussed the lack of understanding and cooperation 

among the players in the supply chains. This can be also explained by insufficient or missing 

communication in the supply chain in the discussion by Seuring and Müller (2008). However, the 
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two companies did not refer to the other barrier, higher costs in Seuring and Müller's (2008) theory. 

One of the assumptions is that the two companies have not implemented third party audits so that 

the problem of costs has not really influenced them. 

The other challenges are interpreted as difficulties that Sony Ericsson experienced as one of the 

forerunners when systems and framework were not in place. For example, Sony Ericsson discussed 

about changes on the target minerals. In the beginning, coltan (short form of columbite–tantalite) is 

focused as conflict minerals. However, the other minerals including tungsten, tin and gold are 

increasingly being highlighted as conflict minerals. Furthermore, lack of the definition of 

“conflict-free” made it difficult to verify the answer from suppliers. These types of challenges can 

be solved as the framework evolves to provide more detailed and concrete information. 
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6. Conclusions 
This chapter presents the major results from the study. The conclusions cover research questions: 

driving forces to address the conflict minerals issue, Swedish companies’ response to the conflict 

minerals issue, and challenges related to the conflict minerals issue. In addition, this chapter 

includes reflection of the study and further studies/ recommendation. 

 

6.1 Conclusions for the study 

The first research question is what the driving forces are for Swedish companies to address the 

conflict minerals issue. The results of the case studies show that major driving force for the studied 

companies is external pressure. External pressure is also recognized in the results of the desktop 

research that the industries, in which NGOs have been active, have made more progress on conflict 

minerals than the other industries. For example, in the desktop research, companies in the electronic 

industry have made the most progress on conflict minerals, while NGOs are active in the conflict 

minerals issue in the industry. It is in line with the discussions of Roberts (2003), who argues that 

external pressure is one of the drivers for ethical sourcing, and Ackerman and Bauer (1976), who 

discuss that stakeholder pressure induce companies’ actions. In short, this study supports 

conclusions from previous research that external pressure is one of the driving forces. In addition, 

the study also supports the discussions that there is relation between external pressure and the level 

of progress. 

The second research question is how Swedish companies respond to the conflict minerals issue. The 

results of the desktop research gave an overview of the progress that most Swedish companies in 

this study have not explicitly started addressing the conflict minerals issue in Sweden. Only three 

out of 15 major Swedish companies studied in the six industries have explicitly taken measures on 

the conflict minerals issue, which are Ericsson, Sony Ericsson (both in the electronic industry) and 
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Volvo Aero (the aerospace industry), and the two of them are in the electronic industry. As 

discussed earlier, there seems to be a tendency that the companies in the electronic industry have 

taken more measures than companies in the other industries. It is mostly aligned with the 

international trend while there were a few exceptions.  

In the case studies, Atlas Copco has just started addressing the conflict minerals issue while Sony 

Ericsson has addressed the issue since 2007. Sony Ericsson has a statement on the conflict minerals 

issue in place, have announced to their suppliers that they do not accept conflict minerals and 

support the “the Conflict-Free Smelter (CFS) industry initiatives by EICC and GeSI. The measures 

appears to be mostly in line with supply chain risk management approach discussed by Foerstl et al. 

(2010) and OECD DD Guidance. Furthermore, both Atlas Copco and Sony Ericsson seek to 

integrate the conflict minerals issue to the existing supply chain management system under the part 

of corporate-wide CSR management. It is exemplified by application of Code of Conduct, the 

management and integration of conflict minerals to list of restricted substances. It is also interesting 

that there are supporting discussions and findings for the approach that conflict minerals 

management could be integrated to the management of chemical substances. The results of the 

desktop research shows that AIAG is trying to use the existing Automotive-industry system IMDS 

to identify parts which contain conflict minerals while Electrolux also included conflict minerals in 

the list of "The other substances of concern (SoC)" for suppliers.  

The third research question is what the challenges are for Swedish companies in addressing the 

issue. The results illustrate that the challenges are different depending on the level of progress of the 

companies. Atlas Copco has challenges mainly related to understanding of the issue as they are in 

the very beginning phase, while Sony Ericsson highlighted mainly on challenges that are related to 

suppliers and the other actors in the supply chain since Sony Ericsson already started addressing the 

issue. The results were partly applied to the discussion of three barriers in achieving sustainable 

supply chains by Seuring and Müller (2008). Coordination effort and complexity might be applied 
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in the case to the Atlas Copco’s case and insufficient or missing communication to Sony Ericsson’s 

case.  

 

6.2 Reflection of the study 

This study was at first designed to investigate challenges related to the conflict minerals issue in the 

comprehensive manner by interviewing different personnel in each company. By doing so, it was 

assumed to elaborate practical challenges related to internal management and seek possible keys for 

the challenges. However, due to the difficulties to have interviews with several personnel in each 

company, the study changed views to find out an overview to present some examples of the 

measures taken. In that way, my view in the study might be more inclined to the focus on internal 

management. Nevertheless, the results of the desktop research could illustrate the overview of 

companies’ actions on the conflict minerals issue in Swedish context while providing some 

examples through the use of case studies. 

 

6.3 Further studies/ recommendations 

The main focus of this study is about how companies respond to the issue rather than its driving 

forces and stakeholders. However, a possible research option would be to highlight the influences of 

various stakeholders including the government, customers, industry associations, shareholders and 

NGOs on the conflict minerals issue. Furthermore, stakeholder theory or institutional theory could 

be employed. In addition, another option would be to investigate the issue either in the wider or 

deeper views. An example would be to send out questionnaire to a wide range of companies in the 

conflict mineral-related industries to obtain more general views. Another example would be to 

conduct interviews with personnel in different departments in each company in order to elaborate 

challenges related to the conflict minerals issue. If companies will take more stringent measures in 
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the future, it will be an interesting option to elaborate challenges on the conflict minerals issue 

through the eyes of personnel in different departments. It is usually the cases that each department 

have own interests in addressing sustainability issues so that the different department might point 

out different challenges. Furthermore, it would be also interesting to focus on how companies 

integrate the conflict minerals management to the existing supply chain management framework, as 

the results of this research show that companies are trying to integrate conflict mineral management 

to the supply chain management. In that case, different supply chain management theories such as 

Sustainable Supply Chain Management (SSCM) and CSR management theories would be applied 

to the study. 
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Appendix 1: Qualitative techniques to be used for rigorous case study methods  
 
(1) Techniques which may be used to increase construct validity: 
 Establishment of a chain of evidence in the data collection phase, that is, use of verbatim 

interview transcripts and notes of observation made which allow the supply of sufficient 
citations and cross checks of particular sources of evidence (Griggs, 1987; Hirschman, 
1986). 

 Reviewing of draft case study reports in the report-writing phase. That is, letting key 
informants and research assistants review interview transcripts, parts of the data analysis 
and final report outlining the findings, and if necessary change unclear aspects (Yin, 1994) 

(2) Techniques which may be used to increase internal validity: 
 Use of within-case analysis, the cross-case and cross-nation pattern matching. In the data 

analysis phase (Miles and Huberman, 1994) 
 Display of illustrations and diagrams in the data analysis phase, to assist explanation 

building in the data analysis phase (Miles and Huberman, 1994) 
(3) Techniques which may be used to increase external validity: 
 Definition of the scope and boundaries in the research design phase, which help to achieve 

reasonable analytical generalizations rather than statistical generalizations for the 
research in the research design phase (Marshall and Rossman, 1989). 

(4) Techniques which may be used to increase reliability 
 Give full account of theories and ideas for each research phase (LeCompte and Goetz, 

1982) 
 Assurance of congruence between the research issues and features of the study design in 

the research design phase (Yin, 1994). 
 Use of a structured or a semi-structured case study protocol (Yin, 1994). 
 Record data mechanically, for example, by using a tape recorder or video tape (Nair and 

Riege, 1995). 
 Development of a case study database at the end of data collection phase to provide a 

characteristic way of organizing and documenting the mass of collected data (Lindoln nad 
Guba, 1985) 

 Use peer review/examination (LeCompte and Goetz, 1982) 
 
Source: Riege (2003) 
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Appendix 2: Sample Questionnaire for interviews 
 
<Driving forces > 
1. What are the driving forces for your company to address the conflict mineral issue?  

 
2. Which stakeholder group does your company focus on concerning the conflict minerals issue? 
 
<Organization and measures taken>  
3. When did your company start addressing the conflict minerals issue? What kind of measures 

has your company taken? 
 

4. Which departments are involved in the conflict mineral issue? Which department is taking 
initiative in the conflict mineral issue (such as CSR department or procurement/supply chain 
department or some other department)?  
 

5. Is the top management aware of the issue? What do they think about the issue? 
 
<Goal/Strategy and Policy>  
6. For your company, what is the goal in addressing the conflict minerals issue? Does your 

company think an embargo of the minerals from DRC is important? Why? 
 
7. Does your company have a plan in addressing the conflict minerals issue? If any, how is it? Is it 

short- or middle or long-term? 
 

<Implementation>  

8. Have your company applied “OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains 
of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas” and conducted Due Diligence in the 
Mineral Supply Chain?  
 

9. Have you identified any risks related to conflict minerals in your supply chain? How does your 
company respond to the identified risks related conflict minerals? 

 
10. Have you developed an internal function or a system to control and monitor the conflict 

mineral-related supply chain?  (traceability system) 
 

11. How do you engage with your suppliers to assure that the minerals in the components are 
conflict minerals-free?  
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12. What are the difficulties in implementing measures on the conflict minerals issue? 
 
13. How do you integrate the conflict minerals issue into existing Supply Chain Management or 

CSR? (For example, conflict mineral strategy is integrated in CSR strategy) 
 

14. Is your company working together with industry initiatives or industry association on the 
conflict mineral issue? 

 
15. What kind of support or cooperation from the authorities or industry association do you think 

would be helpful for your company to address the conflict minerals issue effectively?  
 
<Disclosure / Communication>  
16. How are you planning to disclose the information on conflict minerals issue? 
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